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Abstract

During the last decade, a number of hybrid PET/MRI (positron emission tomog-
raphy/magnetic resonance imaging) systems has been developed, after in 1997
the feasibility of simultaneous imaging with both systems has been demonstrated
by [SCF+97]. This has triggered extended research especially on the PET side
towards MRI-compatible system designs, detectors and materials. The MRI in-
troduces challenges not only due to the high magnetic field but also due to the
radio frequencies, which can highly affect the PET performance. Vice versa, also
the PET may not destroy the MRI signal.

On the detector side, PMTs (photomultiplier tubes) have been the gold stan-
dard in PET for decades, but they are not able to operate in a magnetic field.
SSPDs (solid state photon detectors) like ADPs (avalanche photodiodes) or their
successors G-APDs (Geiger-mode avalanche photodiode, also called SiPM (silicon
photomultiplier)) overcome this and are currently the state-of-the art choice for
PET/MRI systems.

At the moment, there is no MRI-compatible PET system reported in literature
which uses the SiPM technology with a higher magnetic field than 3 T. In this
work, a PET insert for a commercially available 7 T preclinical small animal MRI
scanner has been developed from the ground up. The development encompassed
the investigation of potential detector technologies and scintillators. This work
resulted in two further PET prototypes based on latest technologies. Simulation
studies were used to identify optimal system configurations and were the basis for
system design.

With the PET insert, simultaneous imaging with both modalities could be suc-
cessfully demonstrated. It is the first insert using the SiPM technology at 7 T
together with a single crystal readout. The new concepts have proven themselves
and it works without any RF (radiofrequency) shielding.
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1. Introduction

In this chapter, the motivation, principles, challenges and unique features of the
research conducted during this thesis are given.
The basic concepts of PET and MRI are widely and excellently covered in existing
literature, e.g. in [CD06, HBTV99, CSP12, BTVM05].

1.1. Background, Motivation and Goals

PET is the most sensitive metabolic imaging method available (∼ 10−12 mol/L
[DBK+14]). Since it does not provide any morphological information, the idea of
hybrid imaging together with either X-ray CT (computed tomography) or MRI
(magnetic resonance imaging) is the logical consequence. It can provide comple-
mentary information about diseases and help with a correct diagnosis.

The combination of PET with CT was first proposed by Townsend, Nutt
and colleagues in the early 1990s. In 2001, the first clinical PET/CT scanner
became commercially available. Its impact on clinical diagnostics was significant,
and in 2006 PET-only scanners were no longer obtainable and PET/CT became
the standard [Tow09].

Combining PET and MRI is technically challenging, since the MRI intro-
duces conditions like the magnetic field (typ. 0.2 − 9.4 T [DBK+14]) and radio
frequencies (42.6 MHz/T) for the H proton [HBTV99]). Nevertheless it promises
to be a further improvement for specific applications, since MRI is superior over
CT in terms of soft tissue contrast, does not deliver additional radiation dose and
also can provide additional functional information, although complementary and
with lower sensitivity (∼ 10−5 mol/L [DBK+14]) compared to PET. Especially
during the last decades with new SSPDs emerging which are insensitive to mag-
netic fields, intensive research on hybrid PET/MRI has been conducted. Still,
especially compared to the number of PET/CT systems, only a small number of
PET/MRI systems are commercially available and in clinical use. Many different
types of preclinical systems used for research have been developed so far, but only
a few types are in clinical routine. An excellent overview of the currently available
clinical and preclinical PET/MRI systems can be found in [DBK+14].
The first combined PET and MRI images were acquired with separate machines
and merged afterwards [PCS+]. This is also the concept of the first clinically avail-
able PET/MRI scanner installed in 2010 at Geneva University Hospital [ZOM+11],
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1. Introduction

for which the patient bed is moved between the two scanners. In the mean-
while also two fully integrated whole body PET/MRI systems entered the market
(Siemens mMR in 2011 [DFJ+11a], GE Signa PET/MR in 2014 [DKH+14]) which
perform a co-registration of both modalities. Another approach is a to design the
PET as an insert into a commercially available MRI system. This was also the
concept for the first simultaneous clinical PET/MRI prototype, designed for brain
studies (Siemens brainPET in 2008 [SPS+08, KWH+12]).

The concept of a PET insert for research and preclinical imaging offers on one
hand the flexibility needed to test new technologies and materials, adapt to differ-
ent MRI geometries and RF (radio frequency) coils and on the other hand to be
able to remove or plug the insert upon requirement for the specific imaging task.
The PET insert developed in this work was specifically designed for a preclinical
7 T GE/Agilent Discovery MR901.

The applications for the insert developed range from preclinical PET/MRI
studies with 18[F]-FDG (fluordeoxyglucose) for mice, rats and rabbits to high
contrast tumor imaging with radio-labeled antibody fragments. Especially newly
developed tracers labeled with the positron-emitters 124I and 89Zr are of particular
interest in the research group [MFL+15]. Another focus is on metabolic studies
with hyper-polarized 13C [JMW+12, PLZ+10, SgSJ+14] in combination with 18[F]-
FDG.

These applications imply demands which are considered in the design and de-
velopment of the PET insert. Basic points are a spatial resolution of 1 mm for
mice studies, a CTR (coincidence time resolution) of < 1 ns, a usability of the
whole FOV (field of view) up to 80% for rabbit studies with a spatial resolution
< 2.5 mm and a high count rate capability to be able to measure high injected
activities without a saturation of the front end. A PET ring composed of single
scintillator crystals coupled one-to-one and read out individually by photodetec-
tors (also called SCR, single crystal readout) is an approach, which fulfills the re-
quirements. It improves the positioning accuracy of block detectors and the lower
limit of the spatial resolution is defined by the size of the scintillator elements.
Also event pile up is unlikely compared to a block detector due to the smaller
scintillator volume. In addition, it provides a direct interaction localization and
the identification of ICS (inter-crystal scatter) is possible which can increase the
absolute system efficiency significantly by more than 30% [RBP+03, TERS+08].
Nevertheless, compared to a block detector the number of detector channels is
significantly higher, which increases the complexity of the electronic signal pro-
cessing and therefore the cost [Zai14]. For this reason, SCR is currently only
feasible for small animal scanners with much less detector channels (∼ 1000) and
smaller ring diameters (∼ 10 cm) compared to clinical systems (typ. > 15000
scintillator elements [DFJ+11b, CM09], 60 - 85 cm [RSB07]).
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1.1. Background, Motivation and Goals

The medical physics group in the Department of Nuclear Medicine at the Tech-
nische Universität München has a long tradition in the development of preclinical
PET systems based on SCR and SSPDs with the MADPET (Munich Avalanche
Photodiode PET) series. In the late 1990s, MADPET-I [PBL+98, SMKD11]
was the first scanner, based on 96 APDs and LSO (Lu2SiO5, Lutetium Oxy-
orthosilicate) followed by the development of MADPET-II in the early 2000s with
1152 APDs + LSO in a dual layer ring configuration [PBB+01, ZPB+01, Zie05,
SMO+07].
Within this thesis during the development towards the MRI compatible insert,
MADPET3 (cf. ch. 2, p. 23) was developed as a sectorized PET prototype
based on SiPMs and LYSO (Lu2Y2SiO5:Ce, Lutetium Yttrium Orthosilicate), to
evaluate the feasibility of SiPMs for PET with a sub-millimeter spatial resolution
[SMK+10, Sch11a, Hoh12]. Based on these experiences, the MRI compatible PET
insert MADPET4 has been developed with 2640 SiPMs + LYSO in a dual layer
configuration (cf. ch. 6, p. 77). The choice of the matching SiPM for MADPET4
was crucial, therefore also intensive studies on potential SiPMs have been per-
formed (cf. ch. 4, p. 49). Since in 2009 the digital SiPM as a new light detector
was released, this novel sensor was evaluated as well in a PET prototype setup
with recently developed GAGG (Gd3Al3Ga2O12, gadolinium aluminum gallium
garnet) scintillators (cf. ch. 3, p. 35).

The novelties of MADPET4 are its crystal arrangement, the minimal mate-
rial budget without active electronic components at the front end and thus MRI
transparency and its avoidance of any electrical shielding. Also it is the first re-
ported MRI compatible PET insert working at 7 T which is based on SiPMs with
a SCR of LYSO.
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1. Introduction

1.2. Combined PET/MRI

1.2.1. General

Combining PET and MRI for simultaneous acquisition of both modalities is chal-
lenging due to the presence of the magnetic field (typ. 0.2 − 9.4 T [DBK+14])
and RF (42.6 MHz/T for the H proton [HBTV99]). The advantages of an insert
such as developed in this thesis are the cost effective access to PET/MRI and
that the developed PET can be customized according to the later applications.
Especially within our existing infrastructure, no modifications have to be made
and the insert is ready for use upon its completion. It can be easily removed
within minutes to perform conventional MRI. On the other hand, technical chal-
lenges and constraints apply to the insert. Most obvious is the constraint in terms
of space, which is a key factor for the design of the insert e.g. for detector and
electronics arrangement. The standard equipment of the MRI like e.g. the animal
bed and surface coils must still be usable and it should be even possible to remove
the insert without changing the bed position. Also the magnetic field may not be
disturbed by materials of high magnetic susceptibility. The MRI RF may not be
shielded by the PET components while at the same time the RF may not interfere
with the PET signal and render it useless. Both modalities must have as little
influence on each other as possible.
An overview of different approaches towards PET/MRI system design can be
found in [DZ09], a review of the challenges in [VM15].

1.2.2. Technical Challenges

PET Detector Technology The PET detector technologywas the main problem
in the development of combined PET/MRI. For decades, photomultiplier tubes
(PMT) combined with an inorganic scintillator crystal have been the standard.
Unfortunately PMTs are not even able to operate in weak magnetic fields of several
mT [Fla08] and in addition are quite bulky with typical diameters of ∼ cm and
typical lengths of > 10 cm. Only with the development of SSPDs there was a
possibility to think further of combined PET/MRI, since SSPDs are not sensitive
to magnetic fields. The first SSPD with internal gain and promising for the use
in PET was the APD, which became commercially available in the early 1990s.
SiPMs as their successors are the latest generation of SSPDs and overcome many
of the disadvantages of PMTs and APDs. They have a typical active area and
thickness of ∼ mm which allows a compact design to have still an acceptable FOV
size. More flexibility in crystal arrangement, system design and robustness are
also important factors.

Effects of MRI to PET The MRI gradient fields, which are rapidly switching,
can induce eddy currents in conductive components of the PET. They can affect
the PET signal quality, lead to vibrations and heating up of the components.

4



1.3. Detectors

Detectors with a high temperature dependency should be regulated or cooled.
The RF of the MRI may interfere with the PET electronics and render the signal
useless. RF shielding can be introduced, but at the cost of more material inside
the bore with potential higher disturbance of the magnetic field, increased eddy
currents and heating.

Effects of PET to MRI Inhomogeneities of the magnetic field caused by the
PET components inside the bore may result in artifacts in the MR image. In
addition, the gradient fields may be affected as well. Therefore if possible only
non-magnetic materials should be used. Also the PET components can have RF
interference with the MRI signal, especially in case the electronics emits in the
range of the MRI frequency. Unshielded cables or the clock frequency of the data
acquisition may be possible sources. RF shielding which was already mentioned
can help for both modalities.

PET/MRI System Design in this Thesis MADPET4 is a completely new de-
velopment taking these requirements and limitations into account from the very
beginning. It is specifically designed as an insert into the bore of a commercially
available 7 T GE/Agilent MR901 for preclinical small animal imaging. Minimal
amount of material and no active electronic components inside the MRI bore were
one of the main design goals. Together with a digitization of the PET signals out-
side the MRI bore, the effects on the MRI should be kept as minimal as possible.
The PET components were chosen for high performance, compactness, robustness
and with the idea, to operate the insert without any additional RF shielding. The
system is described in detail starting from sec. 6.5, p. 93.

1.3. Detectors

1.3.1. Requirements

The combination of a photodetector and scintillator (in the following called detec-
tor) is used in almost all small animal PET systems. The first step is to convert
the energy of the gamma-rays (γ) to light in the visible spectrum by the scin-
tillator. Those are preferably materials with high Z (atomic number) and thus
a high stopping power. Not all energy which has been deposited in the scintil-
lator is converted into visible light (∼eV range). Typically the energy deposit
for generating a single photon in the scintillator is from 20 to 100 eV, resulting
in a typical conversion fraction between 0.1 and 0.02 [Zai14]. The γ interaction
processes relevant for PET are the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering.
Ideally a scintillator should have these properties [Kno10]:

• The scintillation efficiency to convert the deposited energy into visible light
should be high.

5



1. Introduction

• The light yield should be proportional to the deposited energy over as wide
range as possible.

• Transparency to the wavelength of its own emission with as little as possible
self-absorption.

• The rise and decay time of the light output should be short.

• Good optical quality, producibility in the desired size and ease of handling
(ideally non-hygroscopic).

• The index of refraction should be matching to the coupled photodetector to
ensure good optical transfer from scintillator to detector.

Those secondary photons from the scintillator then have to be converted by the
photodetector into an electrical signal. Usually only a fraction of the generated
light can be extracted due to geometrical limitations. For PET it is typically in
the range of 10 to 30% [Zai14, Vel10] with a photodetector coupled to the end
face of the crystal.
The requirements for the photodetector are [Zai14]:

• The QE (quantum efficiency), which is the efficiency of converting a photon
into a photoelectron, should be high.

• The PDE (photo detection efficiency), which is the efficiency to detect a
photon with the photodetector, should be as high as possible.

• Impinging photons with an energy of ∼eV result upon detection in at most
one photoelectron. This means that the number of primarily generated
photoelectrons is too small for direct processing. Therefore either internal or
external signal amplification without degrading the signal quality is needed.

• A time resolution of ∼100 to ∼1000 ps is needed for PET. Since the first
single photons emitted from the scintillator define the timestamp, photode-
tectors must have a good SPTR (single photon time resolution).

• The spectral sensitivity of the photodetector should match the emission spec-
trum of the used scintillator.

• An optical coupling material is usually a must, since the index of refraction of
most scintillators (n ≈ 1.7-2.2) is higher than for the photodetector (n ≈ 1.4-
1.5) [MS05, RL09].

The properties of both photodetector and scintillator strongly define the per-
formance of the PET system and thus they have to be carefully chosen depending
on the application criteria. Regarding the research topics of this thesis, further
key demands apply to the detector:

6



1.3. Detectors

• Energy and coincidence time resolution (CTR) should be as good as possible.
Minimum requirements are ∆E/E < 20% (FWHM) and CTR < 1 ns.

• Insensitivity to magnetic fields is an essential requirement.

• The detector must be stable in operation. A low temperature dependency,
operation of many detectors with the same voltage and stability over time
are required.

• A high granularity with a size of the detector elements in the range of
(sub)millimeter corresponding to the spatial resolution has to be achieved.

• Since in this work no light sharing between photodetectors is employed but
instead every scintillator is individually coupled to a photodetector, the ac-
tive area and package size of the photodetector has to match the scintillator
geometry.

• Detectors should deliver a strong signal which can be digitized without fur-
ther amplification.

This narrows the choices to solid state photodetectors with internal amplifica-
tion. These are avalanche photodiodes (APD), which established the basis for
Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes (G-APD) used in this thesis. Especially in
the PET community, G-APDs are usually called silicon photomultipliers (SiPM).
As stated by the Particle Data Group in 2008, the term SiPM should be replaced
by PPD (pixelated photon detector) [ADA+08], but it could not establish itself
up to now. In addition, other marketing names have been introduced by different
manufacturers, e.g. multi pixel photon counter (MPPC, Hamamatsu Photonics
K.K. (HPK)) or micro-pixel avalanche photo diodes (MAPD, Zecotek Photonics
Inc.). To adapt to the common use in the community, in this work the term SiPM
is used.

With the recent approaches to integrate electronics already on the SiPM itself,
they are divided into two classes. Either the classical analog SiPMs, where the
analog detector signal has to be digitized by dedicated readout electronics or the
recently developed digital SiPMs, where the detector already provides a digital
output.
The following concentrates on the scintillators and photodetectors used in this
thesis. Excellent overviews about PET instrumentation can be found e.g. in
[CD06, BTVM05, Zai14].

1.3.2. Inorganic Scintillators

For PET with the demand of high sensitivity, suitable materials are inorganic
scintillator crystals. They have higher effective atomic numbers Zeff and thus
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higher stopping power compared to the group of organic scintillators. Detec-
tors for PET have to be optimized for the detection of 511 keV γ-rays. The
two scintillator materials used in this work are LYSO (Lutetium Yttrium Oxy-
orthosilicate, Lu1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce) and GAGG (Gadolinium Aluminum Gallium Gar-
net, Gd3(Ga,Al)5O15:Ce). LYSO is a well-established and widely used scintillator
for PET. GAGG is a recently developed scintillator [KPN+12] and of interest due
to a higher light yield and better intrinsic energy resolution compared to LYSO.
In this work, LYSO is used for MADPET4 because it is MRI compatible and
non-magnetic (cf. ch. 6, p. 77). GAGG is magnetic due to its Gd component
and therefore is not used for the insert, but it was successfully used for a PET
prototype based on digital SiPMs with promising results (cf. sec. 3.2, p. 36).
The performance of detectors with LYSO and GAGG of the same dimensions was
directly compared using analog and digital SiPMs (cf. ch. 3 and 4, p. 35 and 49).

Both crystals are co-doped with Ce3+ as an activator for the main luminescence.
This ion is an efficient luminescence centre with a fast response and an atomic
number of Z = 58. It has one electron in the 4f state that is excited to the
empty 5d shell through interaction with radiation. The subsequent de-excitation
by emitting a scintillation photon will occur by an allowed 5d to 4f electric dipole
transition with a decay time in the range of 20 to 80 ns. [TGGM06, Kno10]
Excellent work about scintillation mechanisms and further PET scintillators can
be found e.g. in [Kno10, TGGM06, LAG+06, CD06]

1.3.3. Characteristics of LYSO and GAGG

Interaction of γ-Rays For PET with 511 keV the interaction is either by pho-
toelectric effect or Compton scattering. The probability for either photoelectric
effect or Compton scattering depends on the effective atomic number Zeff (cf.
fig. 1.1). LYSO has a higher probability for photoelectric effect than GAGG at
511 keV. Photoelectric effect in the scintillator is the desired interaction for PET
since all energy is deposited at once and the incoming γ is absorbed, assuring the
correct localization of the interaction to the scintillator element. Its probability
is roughly proportional to Zmeff with m = 3 to 4 at 511 keV [CD06]. Compton
interaction is an undesirable interaction, since the initial photon only deposits
part of its energy and changes its initial direction. This may lead to a wrong
localization of the detected γ in the PET image, since it is not distinguishable if
the Compton scattering happened already before the detection or in the detector.
The exponential relationship I(x) = I(0) ·exp (−µatt · x) describes the photon flux
I(x) at a specific thickness x of the medium with I(0) as the incoming photon flux.
The linear attenuation coefficient µatt describes the probability per unit distance,
that an interaction will occur [CD06]. As an example, the absorption efficiency
(I(0) − I(x))/I(0) for LYSO with varying crystal thickness is shown in fig. 1.2.

Basic Properties Table 1.1 lists the properties of GAGG and LYSO. In com-
parison, also BGO (Bismuth Germanate, Bi4Ge3O12) and LaBr3 (Lanthanum(III)
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1.3. Detectors

Figure 1.1.: Absorption processes of γ-rays depending on Zeff and their energy. Reproduced
and modified from [Eva55].

Figure 1.2.: Absorption efficiency (I(0) − I(x))/I(0) of LYSO for different material thick-
ness. Reproduced and modified from [Sai14].
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Bromide) are shown. BGO represents the PET scintillator with the highest stop-
ping power which was the material of choice before the emergence of LYSO. LaBr3

on the other hand is the PET scintillator with the best intrinsic energy resolution
and the fastest decay time respectively best time resolution. Its disadvantages are
its lower Zeff and hygroscopy. GAGG is a material which is still in the development
phase, which means that for particular samples the characteristics may slightly
vary. The values stated here were provided by the manufacturer [KPN+12]. Its
µatt at 511 keV has not been published yet.

Table 1.1.: Properties of the used scintillator crystals GAGG and LYSO, compared to BGO
and LaBr3.

GAGG:Ce LYSO:Ce BGO LaBr3:Ce
[KPN+12] [SG04] [Zai14] [Sai09]

Zeff 54 65 74 47
Density [g/cm3] 6.63 7.1 7.13 5.08
Peak emission [nm] 520 420 480 380
Light yield [ph/MeV] 46000 32000 7000 63000
∆E/E at 662 keV [%] 4.7 7.1 9.0 [YCN13] 2.9
Decay time [ns] 88 (92%), 230 (8%) 41 300 16
Best reported CTR [ps] 310 [SSSSZ15] 138 [SvDV+12] 950 [SKM+13] 95 [SvDV+12]
Index of refraction 1.87 [Kam15] 1.81 2.15 1.9
Band gap [eV] [YCN13] 6 - 6.2 6.3 - 6.5 4.96 5.6
µatt at 511 keV [cm−1] 0.86 [KZ11] 0.96 [KZ11] 0.47 [KZ11]
Hygroscopy no no no yes [ZSW+13]

Light Emission A key feature of a scintillator is its emission wavelength for
which the matching photodetector has to be chosen. Figure 1.3 shows emission
spectra for GAGG and LYSO upon γ-ray excitation. GAGG shows a more narrow
region of emission from about 480 to 620 nm with the peak at about 520 nm. Both
crystals show a non-linear light output depending on the incident energy (cf. fig.
1.4). Above 200 keV both show a quite proportional behaviour and usually the
non-linearity of the light yield is not taken into account for the calculation of
the energy resolution. Usually more severe is the possible non-linearity of the
photodetector response, which has to be taken into account to set an accurate low
energy threshold in PET.

Intrinsic Self-Radiation LYSO has a significant intrinsic self-radiation which
leads to light emission without irradiating it by an external source. This can
be easily seen when coupling to a photodetector. In comparison, the intrinsic
radiation due to 152Gd (α) in GAGG is negligible and a coupled photodetector
only very rarely detects a signal without external irradiation. In LYSO, the 176Lu
radioactive isotope is a naturally occuring β emitter (2.599% abundance) which
decays with a branching ratio of 99.66% to 176Hf to a 597 keV excited state.
This state decays with a three γ-ray cascade of 307 keV, 202 keV and 88 keV. A
spectrum measured with a 1 inch diameter by 1 inch long crystal is shown in fig.
1.5. It is possible that a γ can escape the crystal which leads to the four regions
in the spectrum. The total rate for the activity is 39 Bq/g. [SG04]
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1.3. Detectors

Figure 1.3.: Left: GAGG emission spectrum. Reproduced from [ISS+13].
Right: LYSO (St. Gobain) emission upon γ-ray excitation. Reproduced and
modified from [ZMZ07].

Figure 1.4.: Left: Non-linearity of the light yield for GAGG. Reproduced from [ISS+13],
with a comparison to LSO.
Right: Non-linearity of the LYSO light yield normalized to 662 keV. Reproduced
from [CSM+09], with a comparison to LuAg and YAG scintillators.

Figure 1.5.: Intrinsic self-radiation of LYSO. Reproduced from [SG04].
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1.3.4. Analog Silicon Photomultipliers

SiPMs are actively developed since more than one decade, after the first device
was developed by Golovin [Gol99] and Sadygov [Sad98] at the end of the last
century.
The basic idea is to operate many small APDs, referred to as cells or SPAD
(single photon avalanche diode), in Geiger-mode with a parallel connection of
all cells. Typical cell pitches range from 10 to 100 µm resulting in about 100
to several 1000 of cells/mm2. The operation voltage Ubias is up to several V
higher than the breakdown voltage Ubd. The principle of the cell layout and the
response to light are shown in fig. 1.6 with a histogram of the number of measured
photoelectrons (pe). SiPMs can detect single photons with a very good resolution
and have a high intrinsic gain. The reason is the Geiger-mode operation, where a
photo-generated primary carrier in the depletion region can trigger an avalanche
of carriers by impact ionization. This multiplication is self-sustaining, because
of the high field strength secondary avalanches triggered by holes and generated
photons are occuring and the cell does not stop the process itself. Therefore, the
avalanche has to be quenched either passively by adding a series resistor to each
cell or with an active quenching circuit.

Figure 1.6.: Left: Cross section through the microcells of a SiPM. Trenches between cells
to reduce optical crosstalk (cf. par. 1.3.4, p. 16) are an optional feature.
Reproduced from [KETb].
Right: Oscilloscope screenshot of a SiPM response (purple) to single photons.
Histogram (orange) shows the integrated pulse area, each peak corresponding
to the number of fired cells (photoelectrons pe). Used SiPM was a KETEK
PM3350. Own measurement.

Properties

Gain Since all cells have the same intrinsic structure, in principle each break-
down of a cell results in a signal with defined shape and amplitude, which is not
distinguishable from a signal by any other cell in the SiPM. The amplitude Acell is
proportional to the cell capacitance Ccell times the overvoltage Uover and divided
by the elementary charge qe:

Acell ∼ Ccell · Uover/qe
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1.3. Detectors

and the total amplitude for cells which fire at the same time is then just the sum
of all fired cells ASiPM =

∑
Acell. The gain is typically in the range of 105 to 107,

resulting in a single cell amplitude of several mV at 50 Ω load. With many photons
impinging to the SiPM e.g. from a bright scintillator usually used in PET, the
amplitude can be easily ∼ 100 mV.

Photo Detection Efficiency The PDE is the product of QE, the probability
εGeiger of incoming photons to trigger an avalanche and the geometrical efficiency
(fill factor) εgeometry, which is the ratio of sensitive to total area of the SiPM
[Ren09]. It depends on the wavelength λ, Ubias and T .

PDE(λ,Ubias,T ) = QE(λ) · εGeiger(λ,Ubias,T ) · εgeometry

For applications demanding for high dynamic range, the number of cells has to
be large enough. This has a direct impact on εgeometry, since every cell needs a
bias connection and a resistor which decreases the active area. The best εgeometry

can therefore be achieved with large cells at the cost of limited dynamic range
(cf. fig. 1.7). For PET with bright scintillators like LYSO or GAGG resulting
in ∼ 1000 of photons impinging on the SiPM, a larger number of cells and thus
smaller cell size is needed. A good compromise between εgeometry, dynamic range
and overall performance is a cell pitch of 50 µm [Pul12], which is offered by all
manufacturers on the market. Currently, fill factors range from about 40 to 60%
for 50 µm SiPMs [FGS+14a, SGS+14].
The trigger probability εGeiger depends on the location in the cell where the primary
electron-hole pair is created. Electrons have a higher probability to trigger an
avalanche in silicon. According to [OSA72], the probability is highest for the
conversion of a photon in the p-layer. Therefore for shorter λ, e.g. for LYSO with
its peak emission at 420 nm, a p-on-n type SiPM should be used to reach a higher
PDE. Depending on the wavelength, QE can reach about 80 to 90% [Zai14] (cf.
fig. 1.8).

Figure 1.7.: Photomicrograph of different cell sizes of HPK MPPCs. The decrease in
εgeometry for smaller cells is visible. Images from [Mus11].

Dynamic Range and Saturation As shown in figure 1.9, the output of a SiPM
is only linear as long as the number of impinging photons Nph times the PDE
is significantly smaller than the number of available cells Ncells. The following
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Figure 1.8.: Left: Example of QE for a HPK MPPC. Taken from [Ren06].
Right: PDE of a KETEK PM3350 at the peak emission of LYSO (λ = 420 nm).
Own measurement.

equation [VVS+11] describes the number fired cells Nfired very well and includes
an estimation for the scintillator decay time tsc and the cell recharge time tr
[SKM+13]

Nfired =
tsc
tr

·Ncells · (1 − exp (− Nph · PDE

Ncells · tsc/tr
)) with tsc > tr

For bright scintillators like LYSO and GAGG, this results in a compression of
the energy spectrum resulting in an artificial energy resolution better than the
reality. A correction based on the described formula is needed for energy resolution
comparability between different SiPM and crystal combinations. Also multiple
photons hitting a cell at the same time produce only the signal of 1 pe. Figure
1.10 shows a comparison of two energy spectra using a SiPM with 400 cells/mm2

and one with 15000 cells/mm2.

Figure 1.9.: Left: Nonlinear response to a 40 ps laser light signal for SiPMs with different
number of cells. Reproduced and adapted from [ABB+05].
Right: Nonlinear response when irradiating with different radioactive sources
for a SiPM + scintillator (HPK MPPC S10362-11-050C, 1×1×2 mm3 LYSO).
Gray lines represent an exponential fit to the data points, solid colored lines
the theoretical linear response. Reproduced and adapted from [PSV+12a].
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1.3. Detectors

Figure 1.10.: Energy spectrum of 22Na measured with 2 × 2 × 12 mm3 LYSO coupled to
3 × 3 mm SiPMs.
Left: Using a SiPM with 400 cells/mm2 (Photonique/CPTA).
Right: Using a SiPM with 15000 cells/mm2 (Zecotek MW-3).
Measurements and plots by D. Renker.

Temperature Dependency With changing temperature T , the breakdown volt-
age Ubd of a SiPM will change resulting in a different overvoltage Uover. Most
parameters of a SiPM depend on Uover and therefore it is favorable to use a SiPM
with as little change of Ubd per K as possible. Depending on the SiPM and the
expected temperature variations, an electronic circuit which compensates Ubd for
temperature changes can be used. The temperature dependency of Ubd can be
extracted from the relative change in gain, which can be extracted from a single
photon spectrum, where it corresponds to the distance between the peaks. Since
the gain is proportional to Ubias, the interception with the bias voltage axis (cf. fig.
1.11) is Ubd. With a measurement at two different temperatures, the temperature
coefficient of the breakdown voltage is linearly extracted. Typical values for cur-
rent SiPMs range from 15 to 60 mV/K [SGS+14]. The temperature dependency
of the gain M can be described by the voltage dependent coefficient

kT (Ubias) =
dM

dT
· 1

M
· 100%

This value should be as low as possible, since otherwise for PET measurements
the photopeak position in the energy spectrum can change already significantly
for small temperature changes, with potentially negative effects on the energy res-
olution due to a broadening of the photopeak. Sensitivity may also be decreased,
since usually a fixed lower energy threshold is applied which is no longer correctly
set temperature changes. An example is shown in fig. 1.11 with kT (Ubias) < 1%
for typical Uover > 10%

Dark Count Rate Dark counts are cell breakdowns without photons impinging
to the SiPM, instead intrinsically a free charge carrier was generated and triggered
the avalanche. This is either caused by thermal generation of electron hole pairs
or the field-assisted generation of electrons. The first can be effectively reduced
by cooling with a reduction of a factor two in the dark count rate (DCR) by every
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Figure 1.11.: Left: Linear behavior of the relative gain vs. Ubias at two different tempera-
tures. The intersection with the x-axis correponds to Ubd. Measured with a
KETEK PM1150 SiPM.
Right: Relative change of the gain with temperature for two different KETEK
SiPMs.
Both plots based on own measurements.

8◦C drop [Ren06]. The latter can be reduced by a smaller electric field, which is
not feasible for every application. Manufacturers can consider this already in the
design of the cell, the user can influence it by reducing Ubias. Impurities and crystal
defects in the silicon have to be avoided, since they are generation-recombination
centers. This strongly depends on the production process and its cleanliness.
Typical DCR of the latest SiPM generations are about 100 to 400 kHz/mm2

[Ham14, SGS+14].

Optical Crosstalk During an avalanche, an average of three photons per 105

generated charge carries are emitted with a photon energy > 1.14 eV (band gap
of silicon) [aLZBM93]. Each of these photons is able to trigger another breakdown
in a surrounding cell with a certain cross talk probability (CTP, pct). This is a
stochastic process which results in a misinformation of the number of detected
incoming photons. Crosstalk fired cells are indistinguishable from cells fired by
impinging photons, since it occurs at the same time (in terms of the possible mea-
surement precision). It introduces an excess noise factor F . Neglecting saturation
effects, dark counts and afterpulses, it can be approximated by F ≈ 1 + pct. The
probility pct is extracted from measuring a single photon spectrum only with dark
counts. It is defined as the ratio of dark count events with crosstalk (> 1.5 pe)
divided by the total number of dark counts (> 0.5 pe). Operating with less gain
lowers pct but also decreases significantly the PDE and signal quality. A better
solution to suppress direct optical crosstalk is to implement trenches working as
optical barriers in between the cells (cf. fig. 1.6). Disadvantage is the reduc-
tion in fill factor εgeometry and therefore directly PDE typically by several percent.
Altough trenches can significantly reduce direct optical crosstalk, there is still
the probability for a crosstalk generated photon to be reflected at the package
boundary to trigger another cell.
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Afterpulsing and Recovery Time After an initial breakdown of a cell, a certain
time later again a breakdown can happen in the same cell. The reason is considered
to be a trapping of charge carries of the initial avalanche at lattice defects of
the semiconductor [GGCZ03]. This phenomena is called afterpulsing and can
be measured as following pulses after the initially triggered pulse. Since with
the breakdown also the voltage across the cell drops, each cell needs a certain
recharge time tr to fully reestablish the electric field. In case an afterpulse (or
another incoming photon) induces again a breakdown during this recharge time,
the amplitude is less than 1 pe. Afterpulsing can be a severe problem in single
photon measurements e.g. with a longer measurement gate of ∼100 ns to ∼ µs
since it falsifies the number of detected photons. For PET with bright scintillators,
usually afterpulsing is not the most critical parameter. More important is a short
recovery time, which is the time needed to reestablish the electric field of a fired
cell. It is governed by the RC constant of a cell and typically measured from the
single cell pulse as the decay time from the pulse maximum to 1/e. A long tr
enhances the saturation causing a less linear response with negative effects on the
energy resolution. Typical values range from 10 to 150 ns for currently available
SiPMs [OOY+07, SGS+14].

Single Photon Time Resolution SiPMs are expected to have a good time resolu-
tion of ∼100 ps even for single photons due to their fast avalanche creation (several
µm active layer) and a robust signal. For a comparison of different SiPMs, the
single photon time resolution (SPTR) is measured. It is the timing when exactly
one cell has fired after illuminating with a fast enough light source (typically a
laser with several 10 ps FWHM). The main contributions to the time jitter are
the lateral spread of the avalanche and fluctuations in the avalanche development
itself. The vertical avalanche buildup contributes only very little [Ren06]. Results
for the SPTR of several SiPMs is shown in fig. 1.12. It can be seen that for devices
with the same cell properties but larger active area the SPTR gets worse. The
reason is the larger capacitance caused by the longer connection lines to the cells.

Analog SiPMs in this Thesis Analog SiPMs with an active area of 3×3 mm2

(PM33 series, manufactured by KETEK, Munich) have been characterized and
their performance was evaluated with LYSO and GAGG regarding the use in
PET (cf. sec. 4, p. 49). There also the methods to measure the SiPM properties
introduced in this chapter are described. The results were compared with other
publications of SiPMs manufactured by HPK, SensL and AdvanSiD. Based on
these results, SiPMs with an active area of 1.2×1.2 mm2 (PM11 series, KETEK)
have been evaluated specifically for the demands of MADPET4.

The choice of the matching SiPM is a crucial decision to realize the design
of MADPET4. The KETEK SiPMs were of specific interest, since they fulfill
the demands of the insert in terms of high gain, low temperature dependency,
matching package size and finally price per unit. At the time of their purchase,
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Figure 1.12.: SPTR of SiPMs with different sizes of active area and cells. Devices from
KETEK (PM), HPK (MPPC) and Excelitas have been measured. All data
from own measurements.

these were unique features that no other manufacturer could provide.

1.3.5. Digital Silicon Photomultipliers

In general, each cell in an analog SiPM shows an intrinsic binary characteris-
tic, namely that either a cell does not break down or it breaks down with a
certain charge released. During the last years there have been efforts to imple-
ment electronics directly on cell level to sense the breakdown. These so called
digital SiPMs were first published by Philips Digital Photon Counting in 2009
[FPD+09, FPDZ10]. During the last years, other groups also started develop-
ing digital SiPMs with different approaches of electronics implementation [MC13,
MJC14, TLB+15], but these are still in the characterization phase of the first
chips. A general drawback of electronics implementation on cell level is the di-
minishing of εgeometry and therefore PDE.
Philips markets their sensors as digital photon counters (DPC) and in 2012 they
had a commercially available technical evaluation kit (TEK) with up to 4 DPCs.
Up to now Philips is the only manufacturer on the market with a digital SiPM
which has been tested successfully to work for PET [DRT+12, METV12, WWD+14,
SSSSZ15] and has been fully characterized [SSSZ15]. The DPC technology is used
for the clinical Philips Vereos Digital PET/CT with a system CTR of 345 ps
employing time of flight (TOF) information. It was introduced to the market in
2014.

Digital SiPMs in this Thesis A PET prototype based on DPCs has been set
up. A detailed introduction to the sensor and the DPC working principle is given
within that context (cf. sec. 3.2, p. 36). A characterization study of the DPCs
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has been published together with my colleague I. Somlai-Schweiger (first author)
[SSSZ15] and is therefore not included in this thesis.

1.4. Readout Electronics

The overall performance of a PET system is not only defined by the choice of
scintillator and photodetector, but also the readout electronics attached. Most
important is that it may first not limit the intrinsic detector performance and sec-
ond not the performance of the whole PET system e.g. in count rate capability.
The required output for every event is the time stamp, the energy and the channel
number for the localization of the interaction. The electronics should be scalable
to read out a large number of channels and work without dead time. Ideally, the
amount of data is already minimized e.g. by setting a lower energy threshold to
dismiss unwanted events. While in the prototyping stage, some demands may be
sacrificed for more flexibility and better adaptation to different detectors. There
the choice was to use an SADC (Sampling Analog to Digital Converter) developed
by the Physics Department E18 of TU München. It is configurable for the use
with different detectors.
Once the detector is defined, usually a more specific development exactly for that
type of output signal is the better choice in terms of performance and power con-
sumption. Typically it also reduces the cost for the readout electronics, especially
when a large number of channels has to be processed. The suitable choice for
MADPET4 was a TOT ASIC (Time-over-Threshold Application Specific Inte-
grated Circuit) specifically developed for the used SiPMs by collaborators from
the Bioengineering Department at University of Tokyo [Ori14b, OST12]

1.4.1. Sampling Analog to Digital Converter

The SADC module (cf. fig.1.13) is a 6U (height units, 1U = 1.75 inch = 44 mm)
VME (Versa Module Eurocard) card and provides 32 differential analog input
channels. All 32 inputs are independently amplified and then digitized by 10 bit
ADCs with a sampling rate of 80 MHz. Each SADC is equipped with 3 FPGAs
(Field Programmable Gate Array). Two perform data buffering and signal pro-
cessing for 16 channels each. They extract the timestamps of the events and the
energy information by the determination of the pulse maxima. The processed
data of both FPGAs is then combined in a third link control FPGA and trans-
mitted to the USB interface card via the parallel back plane interface. A J2-USB
card (J for jack, 2 refers to the connection to the second VME plug) is attached
(cf. fig.1.14) to each SADC. To get a common clock bus, the master SADC with
ID0 is equipped with a 40 MHz quartz, from which the 80 MHz sampling rate is
derived. This clock signal is distributed to the two other slave SADCs with ID2
and ID3. The SADC module features a configuration channel for programming
the firmware of both FPGAs and setting registers to parametrize and control the
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firmware, e.g. invert the input signal or set individual channel thresholds, using
a C++ based command line program. [Sch09]
Three SADCs with in total 96 ch are used for the readout of MADPET3 (cf. ch.
2, p. 23) and for the first tests with two modules of MADPET4 (cf. ch. 6, p.
77). More detailed information about the SADCs can be found in [Man10] and
[Sch09].

Figure 1.13.: Sampling ADC VME module. Reproduced and modified from [Man10].

1.4.2. Time-over-Threshold ASIC

ASICs are electronic devices which are customized for a particular use. Such a
chip is not programmable anymore in contrast e.g. to an FPGA. In this work,
an ASIC with TOT functionality has been used as a potential readout for the
MADPET4 PET insert. Since the pulse shapes for the combination of SiPMs
with scintillators as used for PET are well known, the basic idea is to measure
energy and time information by the pulse crossing a fixed threshold. As shown in
fig. 1.15, the time stamp of an event is then assigned to the first crossing of the
threshold while the energy information is acquired by the time interval in which
the pulse is above the threshold. The result is a digital output from which the time
stamp (change to high level) and energy (time on high level) can be extracted.
Advantages of this approach are a more simplified electronics design, only TDCs
(Time to Digital Converter) as a logic implementation, and less power consump-
tion than conventional ADC based readouts. Disadvantages are the non-linearity
of the energy information and the compromise between best timing and energy
resolution given by the threshold, since changing the threshold always impacts
both.
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Figure 1.14.: Schematics of the interconnection of the three SADCs and the J2-USB cards.
One J2-USB card additionally operates the stepping motor controller. Taken
from [Sch09].

A potential readout of the ASIC output is currently under development. A
schematics can be found in fig. 1.16. The ASIC has 48 parallel input channels ter-
minated with 50, works with a supply voltage of 3.3 V, has a power consumption
of < 3 mW/ch, has a bias regulation of 2.5 V and a die size 2.9 × 3.3 mm2.
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Figure 1.15.: Principle of operation for the TOT ASIC [Ori14a].

Figure 1.16.: Schematics of the SiPM readout with the ToT ASIC.
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2. MADPET3: A
Sub-Millimeter-Resolution PET
Scanner Prototype based on
Single LYSO Crystal Readout by
SiPMs with MLEM
Reconstruction

This chapter has been published as
Schneider, F. R., Hohberg, M., Mann, A. B., Paul, S., Ziegler, S. I. (2015). A
Submillimeter Resolution PET Prototype Evaluated With an 18F Inkjet Printed
Phantom. Nuclear Science, IEEE Transactions on, vol.62, no.5, pp.2043-2047.

doi: 10.1109/TNS.2015.2461517

Abstract: This work presents a submillimeter resolution PET (Positron Emission
Tomography) scanner prototype based on SiPM/MPPC arrays (Silicon Photomul-
tiplier/Multi Pixel Photon Counter). Onto each active area a 1 × 1 × 20 mm3

LYSO (Lutetium-Yttrium-Oxyorthosilicate) scintillator crystal is coupled one-to-
one. Two detector modules facing each other in a distance of 10.0 cm have been set
up with in total 64 channels that are digitized by SADCs (Sampling Analog to Dig-
ital Converters) with 80 MHz, 10 bit resolution and FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) based extraction of energy and time information. Since standard
phantoms are not sufficient for testing submillimeter resolution at which positron
range is an issue, a 18F inkjet printed phantom has been used to explore the limit
in spatial resolution. The phantom could be successfully reconstructed with an
iterative MLEM (Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization) and an analyt-
ically calculated system matrix based on the DRF (Detector Response Function)
model. The system yields a coincidence time resolution of 4.8 ns FWHM, an
energy resolution of 20% - 30% FWHM and a spatial resolution of 0.8 mm.
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2.1. Introduction

The combination of PET and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) introduces tech-
nical challenges caused by the high magnetic fields and the radiofrequency of the
MRI. This calls for photo detectors able to work under such adverse circumstances.
Avalanche Photodiodes (APD) are known to operate in high magnetic fields, but
have small intrinsic gain and therefore preamplifiers and electronics inside the
MRI are needed. The first commercially available and fully integrated PET/MRI
system is based on APDs. It allows simultaneous data acquisition of both modal-
ities [DFJ+11b].
SiPMs (Silicon Photomultiplier) are the next evolution step which overcome the
APD’s disadvantage of low gain and thus the need for preamplification directly af-
ter the signal creation. They are composed of many APD cells operated in Geiger
mode whose charge sum forms the detector signal resulting in a typical SiPM
gain in the range of 105-107 [BMR06]. SiPMs allow to build even more compact
systems with higher granularity and higher spatial resolution. The first clinical
PET/MRI with SiPMs has been presented in 2014 [DKH+14]. With appropriate
readout electronics, SiPMs are suitable for time of flight (TOF) measurements
since they show an intrinsic time resolution for single photons down to 80 ps
FWHM [GAD+13] and a CTR (coincidence time resolution) of 214 ps FWHM us-
ing 3.0×3.0×20.0 mm3 LYSO:Ce coupled to Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-33-050C
[YYD+13].
The motivation for the prototype was the future development of an MRI compat-
ible small animal PET insert based on SiPM technology in our group [SSS+14].
It has been the first step towards the insert by using the possible detector combi-
nation of SiPMs with LYSO for high resolution PET, one-to-one coupled crystals
and no preamplifiers at the front end.

2.2. Materials and Methods

In this work a PET prototype based on SiPMs and LYSO with submillimeter
resolution is presented. It consists of two opposing detector modules with in total
64 detector channels. The phantoms are rotated in 12 steps of 15◦ to cover the
missing projections and emulate a ring with 24 modules (cf. fig. 2.1). Two SADCs
(Sampling Analog to Digital Converter) extract amplitudes and timestamps of the
detector signals. The data stream is written to a Linux PC via USB where it is
sorted into a ROOT [ROO11] tree as basis for further processing and the image
reconstruction.
To evaluate the spatial resolution in the order of the positron range, phantoms
printed with 18F labeled ink have been used as proposed in [SBP+05, SBA+08].
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Figure 2.1.: The PET scanner prototype with two detector modules facing each other and
a rotating table in the center of the FOV. The black cables supply the bias
voltage, the ribbon cables route the signals into the SADCs. Insert: Illustration
of the detector positions achieved by rotating the phantom to emulate a full
ring.

2.2.1. Detectors and Scintillators

For the detector prototype, monolithic MPPC arrays have been used, custom de-
signed by Hamamatsu (cf. fig. 2.2) based on their MPPC S10984-050P [Ham10].
The active area of each pixel is 1 × 1 mm2 with a cell pitch of 50 µm and
400 cells/mm2. To protect the wire bonds of the MPPC, the whole array is
covered uniformly with epoxy with a thickness of 250µm. The pixels show a vari-
ation of 3% in collected charge between single pixels and 0.9% variation between
single cells of one pixel [Pul12]. They are all operated at the same bias voltage
of 70.5 V with always one row of 4 pixels sharing one bias supply channel. The
characterization of the MPPC arrays can be found in [FPH+12]. The wire bonds
do not allow a very dense packaging of single pixels close to each other, but placing
4 pixels in a row of 1 × 4 mm2 with no dead space in between is possible. The
crystal array was produced by Sinocera (Shanghai, China) so that a single LYSO
crystal with 1 × 1 × 20 mm3 is coupled one-to-one to each pixel representing a
single detector channel. The distance between the pixel rows equals a crystal row
so that the crystal columns can be read out alternatingly from front- and backside
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(cf. fig. 2.3). It opens the possibility to pack the crystals as tight as possible
together with minimal dead space in between. BaSO4 (Barium Sulfate) with a
thickness of 0.25 mm is the reflector material between the crystal columns while
the crystals per row have no reflector in between. A thin layer of optical grease
has been used as coupling material.
In one module one of the outermost detector columns (4 ch) broke during initial
tests. One column always shares a common bias connection via one pad, which
is most likely not well soldered. This limits the field-of-view (FOV) between the
two modules. The 8 crystal columns cover 9.75 mm and 7 columns cover 8.5 mm.
So the effective FOV width in the central slice between the modules reduces to
(9.75 + 8.5)/2 mm = 9.125 mm with a height of 4 mm.
The SADCs extract the energy information based on pulse height detection. The
time stamp is based on a digital implementation of a CFD (constant fraction dis-
criminator). Each signal is first independently amplified and then digitized by
10 bit ADCs on the SADCs with a sampling rate of 80 MHz. In total two SADCs
(64 ch) with a common clock are used and each of them is connected via USB 2.0
to the readout computer. Further detailed information regarding the SADCs can
be found in [Man10]. They also have been previously used in a setup for PET
described in [SMK+11].

Figure 2.2.: [a] Top: MPPC array with 16 channels of 1.0×1.0 mm2 pixels arranged in 1×4
strips. The strips are arranged such that every second row of the LYSO array
is read out. Crystal rows are read out alternatingly from top and bottom of the
LYSO array. Bottom: LYSO array with single crystals of 1.0×1.0×20.0 mm3

and BaSO4 reflector.
[b] Schematic of the MPPC array provided by Hamamatsu.

2.2.2. Image Reconstruction

An iterative reconstruction based on MLEM (Maximum Likelihood Expectation
Maximization) has been implemented. Using Monte Carlo generated system ma-
trices (SM) may not always be feasible, as they take a considerable amount of
time. The analytical detector response function (DRF) model has proven to be a
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Figure 2.3.: Illustration of the detector module and the alternating frontside-backside read-
out of the LYSO crystal rows.

good alternative [SSD+03] which allows to rapidly calculate system matrices and
thus estimate the performance of small animal scanner prototypes. The SM has
been calculated for a full ring composed of 24 modules (cf. tab. 5.1). The recon-
struction takes about 6 min for 30 iterations on a 48 core Linux Cluster (Xeon
2.0 GHz, 96 GB RAM).

2.2.3. Measurement and Phantom Printing

Since the radionuclide used is 18F, the measured time per projection is adjusted
to compensate for its radioactive decay to ensure the same weighting of events
per position in the reconstructed image. One of the main challenges to test the
performance in terms of spatial resolution and the calculated SM was to develop
a suitable phantom with small but still well-known structures that would fit in
the small FOV. Since the expected spatial resolution is in the region of the e+

range (for 18F in water: Rmean = 0.6 mm, Rmax = 2.4 mm [VBTM03]), a dense
material like copper around the activity is favorable to reduce the range effect in
the image.
A Canon Pixma IP4200 inkjet printer was refilled with 1.0 ml ink and 0.3 ml
aqueous solution of [18F]-FDG with an activity of 2 GBq. A line phantom with
different distances between lines was printed 50 times on the same sheet (standard
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Table 2.1.: Parameters of the system matrix for the full system.

Number of crystals 768

Number of LORs 589824

Number of voxels 400 × 400 × 16

Voxel size 0.25 × 0.25 × 0.25 mm3

Axial detector rings 4

Number of crystals per detector ring 192

Diameter 100 mm

Size of System Matrix 51 GB

copy paper, 80 g/m2), resulting in a total activity of 2.71 MBq on the sheet. The
phantom’s outer dimensions were 9.2 × 5.6 mm2. It is axially symmetric with
respect to the central line and consists of 11 vertical lines with a thickness of
0.2 mm. The center-to-center distance between the lines decreases by 0.1 mm
starting with 1.1 mm down to 0.7 mm. The phantom was trapped between 2
copper plates with a thickness of 1 mm each to reduce the positron range.

2.3. Results

2.3.1. Energy and Time Resolution

The global CTR is 4.8 ns and a mean energy resolution of 28.7 ± 4.7% FWHM
(cf. fig. 2.4). A correction of the energy spectrum for non-linearity due to the
limited number of SiPM cells is not necessary due to the low light yield of the
used crystals. Based on a comparison measurement with well-known LYSO of the
same size from another manufacturer, the light output is estimated to be about
12000 ph/MeV. Both crystals have been read out under the same environmental
conditions by directly coupled single MPPC S10362-11-050C. Simulations of 1×1×
20 mm3 crystals resulted in about 18% of the scintillation light reaching the active
surface of the SiPM [Vel10], corresponding to ≈ 2160 ph/MeV. In agreement with
[PSV+12b], the SiPM response is still linear for this amount of light. Due to the
light loss by the imperfect coupling of the crystals, their limited light output
and light spreading through the epoxy layer of the detector to neighboring SiPMs
(≈ 10% to direct neighbors [F0̈9]), the 511 keV photopeak is sometimes not clearly
separable from the Compton background in the energy spectra. Thus for the image
reconstruction the lower energy cut-off has been set to 480 keV. The coincidence
time window (CTW) has been set to 13 ns for the image reconstruction. With a
FWHM of 4.8 ns and this CTW, 99.9% of the events in the peak of the timing
distribution (cf. fig. 2.4) are taken into account.
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Figure 2.4.: Left: Exemplary energy spectrum of one detector channel irradiated by a 18F
source. Energy resolution (∆E/E)FWHM = 20 %.
Right: Coincidence timing histogram for all detector channels with Gaussian
fit of the histogram entries. Time resolution (∆t/t)FWHM = 4.8 ns

2.3.2. Sensitivity Map and Homogeneous Cylinder

The calculated sensitivity maps for the central slice of the transverse, coronal and
sagittal planes are shown in fig. 2.5. In the ideal case all detector channels are
assumed to have the same detection efficiency. But for the prototype e.g. dead
channels and different detector efficiencies are present and have to be taken into
account. For the normalization correction a cylindrical flood phantom ( 7 mm,
20 MBq 18F, 10 min) has been used. As a measure for the efficiency per detector,
the number of detected singles > 480 keV has been determined (cf. fig. 2.6)
and implemented as correction in the image reconstruction [Hoh12]. A significant
difference of the reconstructed flood phantom can be seen with better homogeneity
after the correction, which therefore has been used for all further reconstructions.

2.3.3. 18F Inkjet Printed Phantom

The result of the print and its reconstruction after a total measurement time of
1 h are shown in fig. 2.7. One line has been outside of the FOV and is therefore
missing in the image. MLEM with 30 iterations clearly shows the lines which
can be identified also in the line profile through the sagittal plane. In the line
profile through the indicated slice the peak positions match with the overlay of
the phantom. Except for the smallest center-to-center distance of 0.7 mm, all lines
can be separated and the spatial resolution is 0.8 mm.

2.4. Discussion

SiPMs in combination with LYSO have the advantage of a high intrinsic gain
which eliminates the need for preamplifiers at the front end. This opens up new
possibilities in designing new systems, since the front end can be made without
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Figure 2.5.: Left: Sensitivity map of the DRF system matrix assuming all detectors with
alike efficiency. Coronal and sagittal plane are identical due to the scanner
symmetry.
Right: Reconstructed uniform cylinder phantom with 30 iterations. Left col-
umn: No correction for different detection efficiency taken into account. Right
column: Individual detection efficiency of each detector channel and dead chan-
nels were considered. [Hoh12]

active electronics, which could be advantageous e.g. for combined PET/MRI. The
possibility to power several SiPMs with the same bias voltage is an advantage for
a system with many channels.
The single crystal readout ensures precise knowledge of the hit crystal with high
granularity and spatial resolution, but on the other hand the number of electronic
channels to process increases significantly compared to a block detector concept.
Nevertheless the single channel readout is feasible for small animal PET with a
lower absolute number of channels compared to a clinical scanner, for which it is
still challenging and expensive due to the higher number of detector channels. In
comparison to a block detector, when using single crystals the spatial resolution
of the system is directly determined by the size of the crystal elements. Also event

Figure 2.6.: Detection efficiencies per detector channel for both modules. Values are nor-
malized to the maximum number of detected singles > 480 keV.
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pile up is less likely due to the smaller interaction volume which can be beneficial
for studies with high activities [Zai14].
The crystal array is not perfectly rectangularly and parallelly assembled and the
crystals differ slightly in length which makes the optical coupling inefficient. Fur-
thermore, the reflecting BaSO4 was only supposed to be applied in between the
8 crystal columns, but not in between the 4 crystals in one column, since the
thickness of the BaSO4 leads to a slight misplacement of each single crystal on
top of its SiPM pixel. The thickness of the BaSO4 the A single crystal of the array
showed only a light output of ≈40% compared to a reference single crystal from
a different manufacturer.
Due to the described loss of photons, both energy and time resolution are de-
graded. The CTR in addition is limited by the sampling rate of the SADCs.
Despite the light spread in the epoxy layer, still the unique allocation of a single
LYSO crystal is possible. In an optimal setup for a single crystal readout, the
SiPMs should be optically insulated from each other. Assuming an array with
no dead space due to the wire bonds, the crystals could be read out from both
sides providing depth of interaction (DOI) information which would be essential
to diminish the parallax error for a full ring made of 20 mm long crystals.
As visible in the photo of the printed phantom in fig. 2.7, the printing also has
some limitations. The used printhead is not able to handle pure [18F]-FDG(aq.)
but needs a mixture with ink to still work. Therefore the deposited activity in
one print is very little and multiple prints are necessary. This leads to a slight
blurring of the printed lines and at some point the paper becomes saturated.
Other preclinical systems reported use light sharing methods in combination with
SiPMs (block detectors), e.g. [HCJ+10, YWW+11, KCH+11, HKK+12, YKK+12,
WWD+13]. Besides this work, currently three further systems based on SiPMs
with one-to-one coupling to scintillators are reported in literature. Two are pre-
clinical and have been developed in our group, one is a PET prototype based on
digital SiPMs [SSSSZ15] (with LYSO: CTR 171 ps, energy resolution 12.6%) and
the other the PET/MR compatible insert MADPET4 (with LYSO: CTR 472 to
861 ps, energy resolution 8.7 to 10.4% (not corrected for saturation)) [SSS+14].
The third one is the clinical Philips Vereos Digital PET/CT based on digital
SiPMs + LYSO with a system CTR of 345 ps [Kon14] employing time of flight
(TOF) information with an energy resolution of 11.2% FWHM [MGJ+14] and a
spatial resolution of 4.1 mm [Kon14]. In comparison, the reported system and the
developed MADPET4 [SSS+14, Sch15] are the only ones yielding a submillimeter
resolution using one-to-one coupling.

2.5. Conclusion

The presented work demonstrated a submillimeter resolution PET prototype with
a spatial resolution of 0.8 mm. It has been successfully evaluated with a phantom
printed with 18F labeled ink. The one-to-one coupling of LYSO crystals to SiPMs
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is working well, despite the described problems of limited light output and light
losses and therefore limited energy and time resolution. Single individual SiPMs
rather than an array with a common epoxy layer are favorable to avoid the light
spread to neighboring channels. The achieved CTR is acceptable for a small ani-
mal PET without time-of-flight.
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Figure 2.7.: Top: 18F inkjet printed line phantom. Middle: MLEM reconstruction with 30
iterations of the line phantom for the transverse and sagittal plane. Bottom:
Corresponding line profile through the indicated slice (orange) in the sagittal
plane. The overlay of the phantom shows good agreement with the found peak
positions (red, with corresponding x-value).
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3. A PET Detector Prototype
based on Digital SiPMs and
GAGG Scintillators

This chapter has been published as
Schneider, F. R., Shimazoe, K., Somlai-Schweiger, I., Ziegler, S. I. (2015). A

PET detector prototype based on digital SiPMs and GAGG scintillators. Phys.
Med. Biol., 60, 1667. doi:10.1088/0031-9155/60/4/1667

Abstract: Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) are interesting light sensors for Positron
Emission Tomography (PET). The detector signal of analog SiPMs is the total
charge of all fired cells. Energy and time information have to be determined with
dedicated readout electronics. Philips Digital Photon Counting has developed a
SiPM with added electronics on cell level delivering a digital value of the time
stamp and number of fired cells. These so called Digital Photon Counters (DPC)
are fully digital devices. In this study, the feasibility of using DPCs in combina-
tion with LYSO (Lutetium Yttrium Oxyorthosilicate) and GAGG (Gadolinium
Aluminum Gallium Garnet) scintillators for PET is tested. Each DPC module
has 64 channels with 3.2 × 3.8775 mm2, comprising 3200 cells each. GAGG is
a recently developed scintillator (Zeff = 54, 6.63 g/cm3, 520 nm peak emission,
46000 photons/MeV, 88 ns (92%) and 230 ns (8%) decay times, non-hygroscopic,
chemically and mechanically stable). Individual crystals of 2 × 2 × 6 mm3 were
coupled onto each DPC pixel. LYSO coupled to the DPC results in a coinci-
dence time resolution (CTR) of 171 ps FWHM and an energy resolution of 12.6%
FWHM at 511 keV. Using GAGG, coincidence timing is 310 ps FWHM and en-
ergy resolution is 8.5% FWHM. A PET detector prototype with 2 DPCs equipped
with a GAGG array matching the pixel size (3.2×3.8775×8 mm3) was assembled.
To emulate a ring of 10 modules, objects are rotated in the field of view. CTR
of the PET is 619 ps and energy resolution is 9.2% FWHM. The iterative MLEM
reconstruction is based on system matrices calculated with an analytical detector
response function model. A phantom with rods of different diameters filled with
18F was used for tomographic tests.
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3.1. Introduction

Analog Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM) are established as light sensors and al-
ready used in a recent clinical prototype for combined PET/MRI (positron emis-
sion tomography/magnetic resonance imaging) [DKH+14] [GE 14]. SiPMs are
arrays of G-APD (Geiger-mode avalanche photodiode) cells, which typically con-
sist of several ≈ 100 − 1000 cells per mm2. Each of these G-APD cells deliver a
certain amount of released charge during a breakdown [BMR06] so they can be
seen as a quasi binary device. In the case of analog SiPMs, the detector signal is
the charge sum of all fired cells which then has to be digitized again by dedicated
readout electronics. Traditional approaches typically use an ADC (analog to dig-
ital converter) for the energy information and a TDC (time to digital converter)
for the timestamp [Kuc11], while newer approaches use ToT (time over threshold)
methods by implementing TDCs e.g. in a dedicated readout ASIC [SWT+11].
Philips Digital Photon Counting has developed a different approach with elec-
tronics already attached to each G-APD cell. The so called DPC (Digital Photon
Counter) uses the intrinsic digital response of each G-APD cell by directly inte-
grating electronics on cell level, which senses the breakdown making the device
fully digital from the beginning of the light detection [DZFdG10] [Phi12]. During
the acquisition of one event the first firing cell gives the timestamp, while the
number of fired cells of a pixel is counted for the energy information.
The focus of this work is on the feasibility as well as performance of the new
DPC sensor technology together with the recently developed GAGG (Gadolinium
Aluminum Gallium Garnet) scintillator. For comparison, the results with single
GAGG crystals are compared with the widely used LYSO (Lutetium Yttrium
Oxyorthosilicate).

3.2. Digital Photon Counters (DPC)

The layout of the DPC-3200-44-22 used in this study can be found in fig. 3.1.
Specifications of the DPC-3200-44-22 are listed in tab. 3.1, where U

bd
is the

breakdown voltage and Uover is the overvoltage of the device. Each die with 4
pixels has one common time to digital converter (TDC). The manufacturer has
implemented different triggering schemes (cf. tab. 3.2) for which one pixel is
divided into 4 subpixels. The acquisition sequence can be found in fig. 3.2. Upon
each fulfilled trigger condition, a time stamp per die is created. Trigger scheme
1 e.g. will always generate a trigger, when one cell has fired. Since dark counts
cannot be distinguished from incoming photons that fired a cell, a high dark count
rate may significantly affect the triggering. After the trigger decision for one event,
a validation interval follows (5−40 ns), in which the sensor counts further fired cells
to check if a certain number (validation threshold) is reached. For light emission
from a scintillator, many photons impinge on the sensor during the validation
time which should not be the case for a dark count induced trigger. In case the
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validation threshold is not exceeded, the sensor goes into recharge (5 − 80 ns)
and is again ready to be triggered. If the validation threshold is reached during
validation time, an integration period (0 − 20 µs) follows, in which further fired
cells are counted. Afterwards the readout of the device (680 ns) and the recharge
of the cells (5-80 ns) complete the acquisition sequence for one event. The shortest
possible acquisition sequence is 690 ns and the longest is 20.8 µs. Depending on the
application and constraints, the trigger scheme, validation length and threshold as
well as integration time have to be adapted. It should be noted that in contrast to
analog SiPMs, the DPC cells can only fire once during an acquisition and have to
be actively recharged in the end. A detailed introduction to the data acquisition
can be found in [Sch13].

Figure 3.1.: Layout of one DPC tile. Top right an image of the sensor with different crystals
coupled. A glass plate on top of the sensors protects them from damage while
coupling scintillators.

Figure 3.2.: State machine of the acquisition sequence for one event [Sch13].
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Table 3.1.: Specifications of the DPC tile. All values taken from [Sch11b] and [Fra12].

Philips DPC Tile DPC-3200-44-22
Array size 32.6 × 32.6 mm2

Silicon dies 16
TDCs per die 1
Pixels 8 × 8
Pixel size 3.2 × 3.8775 mm2

Subpixel per pixel 4
Cells per pixel 3200
Cell size 59.4 × 64 µm2

Peak sensitivity 420 nm
Peak PDE 40%
Pixel fill factor 74%
U

bd
(typ.) at 20◦C 23.8 V

Operational Uover 3.3 V
Temp. dep. gain 0.33%/◦C

Table 3.2.: Trigger scheme and the corresponding subpixel condition [Sch13].

Trigger Average number Fired cell(s) detected on
scheme of fired cells
1 1 any subpixel
2 3.0 two different subpixels
3 6.333 two subpixels in different half of the pixel
4 8.333 all four subpixels
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3.3. Experimental Methods

3.3.1. Scintillators

All measurements have been performed with the recently developed GAGG
(Gd3(Ga,Al)5O15:Ce) [KYE+11] and for comparison with the widely used LYSO
(Lu1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce) [SG04] (cf. tab. 4.2). The individual crystal measurements
have been performed with polished crystals with a size of 2 × 2 × 6 mm3. They
were always wrapped in PTFE and coupled to the sensor with Dow Corning 1-2577
silicone [DOW13] to the sensor.

Table 3.3.: Properties of the used scintillator crystals [KYE+11][SG04].

GAGG LYSO
Effective Z 54 65
Density [g/cm3] 6.63 7.1
Peak emission [nm] 520 420
Light yield [photons/MeV] 46000 32000
Intrinsic ∆E/E at 662 keV [%] 4.7 7.1
Decay time [ns] 88 (92%), 230 (8%) 41
Hygroscopy no no

3.3.2. Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition

The whole front end is provided by Philips as a Technical Evaluation Kit (TEK). It
consists of power supply, up to 4 DPC tiles and a base unit, which is connected via
USB 2.0 to a Linux PC for control of the system and data transmission [Sch11b].
In this work, two DPC-3200-44-22 tiles were used. A detailed description of the
TEK can be found in [Sch13]. The two DPC tiles are placed in a light tight box
facing each other. To control the temperature of the sensors, they are mounted
onto an Aluminum base which is cooled by Peltier elements combined with wa-
tercooling. With this setup temperatures below the freeze point can be achieved.
All measurements have been performed at a stabilized temperature of ≈ 5◦C to
reduce the dark count rate (DCR). Its mean value per cell becomes < 150 Hz
with 10% inhibition of the cells with highest DCR [SSSS+13]. The temperature
is measured by the sensor located on the tiles. It was not cooled below the dew
point to avoid condensation due to air humidity. The basis for cell inhibition is
that the DPCs allow to measure a dark count map (DCM). This mode measures
each cell one after another for a specified time and counts how often the cell fires.
With the specified time and the absolute number of counts per cell, the DCR in
Hz can be calculated. Afterwards cells showing high DCR can be selected and
inhibited. In addition, measuring a DCM with a coupled crystal and a radioactive
source allows to visualize its coupling.
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Further common conditions in all measurements are inhibition of 10% of the cells
with the DCR and triggering on the 1st photon to achieve best possible timing
performance. The validation threshold is always set to 4 fired cells within a valida-
tion time of 10 ns, integration time is always 85 ns, and the default overvoltage of
3.0 V is used. An estimation of events triggered by scintillation can be done with
the energy spectrum, in which dark count triggered events are histogrammed close
to 0. They result in a peak which can be clearly distinguished from the low ener-
getic Compton background. For the measurements with the single 2× 2× 6 mm3

crystals and the used 22Na point-like source (3.7 MBq), the ratio of counts not in
this peak and the total counts results in approximately 10% of total events which
have been triggered by scintillation.
To control, configure, and read out the DPCs, Philips also provides their open
source software dpcshell which is command line based and capable of executing
scripts. The incoming datastream is written to the hard disk in ASCII format and
then processed further by customly written bash, C++ and ROOT programs.

3.3.3. PET Prototype

The PET prototype is equipped with a 8×8 GAGG array matching the pixel size,
coupling each 3.2× 3.8775× 8 mm3 GAGG crystal one-to-one to a DPC pixel (cf.
fig. 3.3). The sources in the FOV are rotated in 5 steps by 36◦ to simulate a full
ring with 10 modules. With the two DPCs a field of view (FOV) with a diameter
of 30.4 mm and an axial extent of 31.8 mm is covered.
An iterative reconstruction based on Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximiza-
tion (MLEM) is used [SV82] with system matrices calculated with the detector
response function (DRF) model [KPS+10] [SSD+03].

Figure 3.3.: GAGG array matching the pixel size of the DPC. Each crystal is 3.2×3.8775×
8 mm3 and embedded in BaSO4 reflector.
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3.3.4. Energy and Coincidence Time Resolution

Energy spectra and the coincidence time resolution (CTR) were acquired with
a 22Na point-like source (3.7 MBq). ∆E/E was obtained by a Gaussian fit with
linear background estimation while the CTR was a single Gaussian fit. To suppress
compton events in the CTR, an energy window corresponding to the FWTM (full
width at tenth maximum) of the 511 keV peak was applied.
Saturation effects in the energy spectrum are to be expected, since both LYSO
and GAGG have a high light yield (cf. tab. 4.2) compared to the number of
cells on the DPC pixel. Assuming no inhibition of high dark count rate cells, for
the individual crystals there are ≈ 1054 cells directly under the end face area of
2 × 2 mm2, reduced to ≈ 949 cells with the 10% inhibition used in this study. In
the case of the GAGG array, 3200 cells are available for each crystal, reduced to
2880 cells with 10% inhibition.

With crystals not matching the pixel size the number of effective cells m which
are able to fire is larger than those directly under the crystal end face, since the
glass plate between crystal and sensor introduces a spread of the light making it
possible to fire also surrounding cells (cf. fig. 3.4). The theoretical number of
detected photons pE for linear response can be calculated with [DPF+09]

pE = −m · ln(1 − kE/m) (3.1)

where kE is the number of detected photons for a certain energy E. By the known
relation of the photopeak energies c = 1275 keV/511 keV ≈ 2.49 for 22Na, the
effective number of cells m > k1275 keV can be iteratively determined, so that with
the corrected numbers of photons pE the following holds

p1275 keV

p511 keV

=
ln(1 − k1275 keV/m)

ln(1 − k511 keV/m)
= c (3.2)

With determined m, the ratio pE/kE can then be defined as the saturation cor-
rection factor.

3.4. Results and Discussion

3.4.1. Optical Coupling

Using the dark count map acquisition of the DPCs the coupling of the crystals
is visualized (cf. fig. 3.4). Especially in case of the individual 2 × 2 × 6 mm3

GAGG crystals the light spread due to the glass plate between sensor and crystal
is visible. The single crystals are coupled with Dow Corning 1-2577 silicone while
the array is coupled with optical grease. Both images are corrected for dark count
background and have been acquired with an 18F filled water cylinder in the FOV.
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Figure 3.4.: Visualization of the coupling with help of the dark count map acquisition. [a]
Illustration of the equidistantly placed 2 × 2 × 6 mm3 crystals on the sensor
with a pitch of 4 mm, [b] DCM with the single 2× 2× 6 mm3 GAGG crystals,
and the [c] GAGG array matching the pixel size.

3.4.2. Energy Resolution

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show energy spectra of 22Na and single 2×2×6 mm3 crystals.
The spectra show saturation effects with significant compression of the spectra to
lower energies. ∆E/E FWHM for LYSO is 7.9% before and 12.6% after saturation
correction, for GAGG it is 5.0% uncorrected and 8.5% corrected. In the case of
GAGG the 511 keV photopeak starts to have a shoulder to higher energies due to
the strong compression of the 1275 keV Compton background which was the reason
to exclude this part in the Gaussian fit for the energy resolution. The saturation
correction factors of 1.6 for LYSO and 1.7 for GAGG are significantly higher
than e.g. for analog Hamamatsu MPPCs where a correction factor of 1.1 with
GAGG has been reported [YYD+13]. The reason is that during the acquisition
sequence of the DPC cells can only fire once and are then not active anymore.
This results in a loss of available cells during the integration phase and thus higher
saturation compared to analog SiPMs where cells can fire multiple times during
one scintillation event. Although GAGG has 1.5 times higher light output, the
photopeak position is only about a factor 1.15 higher in photon counts (ratio 0.77).
It could be explained by the PDE of the DPCs which is 39% at 420 nm (LYSO)
and 30% at 520 nm (GAGG), resulting in the same ratio of 0.77 [Fra12]. In the
case of the PET prototype with the GAGG array, the energy spectrum is less
compressed since all cells per pixel except the 10% inhibited are available. For a
randomly chosen pixel, ∆E/E FWHM is 5.35% before and 9.2% after saturation
correction (cf. fig. 3.7). Another publication with the same sensor reports 10.7%
with 4×4×22 mm3 LYSO [DPF+09]. In comparison with analog SiPMs (all values
saturation corrected), the best currently reported values with 3×3×5 mm3 crystals
are 9.5% for LYSO and 7.0% for GAGG with FBK-RGB-HD SiPMs [FGS+14b].
With the same 2× 2× 6 mm3 crystals as used on the DPCs, 12.3% for LYSO and
10.8% for GAGG with KETEK PM3350 SiPMs have been measured [SGS+14].
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Figure 3.5.: Energy spectrum of 22Na and a 2×2×6 mm3 LYSO crystal covered in PTFE.
Not corrected for saturation.

Figure 3.6.: Energy spectrum of 22Na and a 2×2×6 mm3 GAGG crystal covered in PTFE.
Not corrected for saturation.
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3. A PET Detector Prototype based on Digital SiPMs and GAGG Scintillators

Figure 3.7.: 22Na energy spectrum of one 3.2×3.8775×8 mm3 pixel when using the GAGG
array. Not corrected for saturation.

3.4.3. Coincidence Time Resolution (CTR)

The results for the CTR of two opposing DPC pixels, each equipped with a single
2×2×6 mm3 crystal are shown in fig. 3.8 and 3.9. With LYSO 171 ps FWHM and
with GAGG 310 ps FWHM could be achieved. In the case of the PET detector
prototype, where each DPC pixel is equipped with a 3.2×3.8775×8 mm3 GAGG
crystal (128 total), the CTR degrades to 619 ps FWHM (cf. fig. 3.10). Reasons
could be the larger crystal size and the signal runtimes between the different pixels
and/or TDC skew depending on the position on the DPC tile. Since for the DPCs
there is one TDC per die (4 pixels), the recorded timestamp can not definitely be
assigned to a pixel. It is assumed, that per acquired event always the pixel per
die with the highest photon count also generated the timestamp.
In comparison [DPF+09] reports with two 3× 3× 5 mm3 LYSO a CTR of 153 ps.
With analog SiPMs, the best currently reported value with 3×3×5 mm3 crystals
is 138 ps for LYSO on a HPK MPPC S10362-33-050 [SvDV+12] and 255 ps for
GAGG on a FBK RGB-HD SiPM [FGS+14b].

3.4.4. PET Detector Prototype

Figure 3.11 shows the sensitivity maps of the system matrix for the ring with the
10 DPC modules equipped with the GAGG array. The system matrix has a size of
1.2 GB with 60×60×60 voxels with an edge length of 0.5 mm, which corresponds
to the dimensions of the reconstructed images and the FOV that can be covered
with two opposing DPCs.

Different 18F filled rods (∼MBq, length: 9 mm, diameters: 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm,
4.5 mm, 5.5 mm) were used as test sources in the PET detector prototype. The
distances of the rod’s center from the center of FOV increase in 1 mm steps
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Figure 3.8.: CTR between two 2× 2× 6 mm3 LYSO crystals with energy cut to FWTM of
the 511 keV peak.

Figure 3.9.: CTR between two 2 × 2 × 6 mm3 GAGG crystals with energy cut to FWTM
of the 511 keV peak.
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3. A PET Detector Prototype based on Digital SiPMs and GAGG Scintillators

Figure 3.10.: CTR of two DPC tiles equipped with the GAGG array. All channels have been
taken into account with an energy cut to the FWTM of the 511 keV peak.

Figure 3.11.: Central slices of the sensitivity maps of the DRF calculated system matrix.
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from 7.5 mm (innermost rod) to 11.5 mm (outermost rod). Figure 3.12 shows
a sketch of the hot rods inside the scanner together with the covered FOV. The
reconstructed rods with 10 iterations MLEM with a coincidence time window
and a lower energy threshold set to the corresponding FWTM of ≈ 1.5 ns and
486 keV based on the measurements with the GAGG array (cf. fig. 3.10). With 5
rotations the total measurement time is 100 s resulting in 33588 true coincidences.
The reconstructed rods (cf. fig. 3.13) can be clearly separated and the different
diameters are reflected. The outermost rod shows an artifact which could be
caused by the vicinity to the edge of the FOV. Due to a little misalignment of the
phantom in the center of the FOV, this rod could be slightly outside of the FOV
during the rotation.

Figure 3.12.: Model of the ring with 10 DPCs with the GAGG arrays. The hot rod phantom
is rotated in 36◦ steps. Inner diameter is 100 mm.

Figure 3.13.: Reconstruction of the rod-phantom and its dimensions.
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3.5. Conclusions

The DPCs with GAGG show a good performance and the combination works well
as a PET detector. GAGG on one hand is brighter than LYSO with a better
intrinsic energy resolution. On the other hand, it shows about a factor 2 higher
CTR and has a lower probability for photoelectric effect of 511 keV photons due to
its lower effective Z. Its intrinsic self-radiation is negligible which may be advan-
tageous for the measurement of very low activities with a low energy threshold.
For small animal PET applications, GAGG can be an alternative since usually
time-of-flight is not the main focus because of the small ring diameters. Due
to the better energy resolution of GAGG, the recovery of inter-crystal scattered
events when measuring with a low energy threshold may potentially make up for
the lower interaction probability.
The DPCs work well with both LYSO and GAGG and provide very good time
resolution. The sensors are capable for time-of-flight PET. Due to the DPC ar-
chitecture where cells can only fire once during an acquisition, the energy spectra
are significantly nonlinear with such bright scintillators, which demands for a cor-
rection. GAGG shows a higher saturation than LYSO which gets more visible
in the spectrum for the crystals smaller than the DPC pixel size. Especially for
small animal PET with high demands to spatial resolution, the used one-to-one
coupling limits the spatial resolution due to the relatively large pixel size.
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Abstract: Three types of SiPMs (Silicon Photomultiplier) with an active area of
3 × 3 mm2 manufactured by KETEK with cell sizes of 50 µm (PM3350), 60 µm
(PM3360) and 75 µm (PM3375) have been investigated. All devices have optical
trenches in between the cells to suppress direct crosstalk. Their breakdown voltage
at room temperature is about 23 V and the gain at an overvoltage Uover = 3.4 V
is > 6 · 106. The temperature variation of the breakdown voltage is < 16 mV/K
and the gain coefficient with temperature is < 1% for overvoltages Uover > 1.7 V.
The photodetection efficiency (PDE) at 420 nm and Uover = 3.4 V is 51% for
PM3350, 55% for PM3360 and 58% for PM3375. At Uover = 3.4 V, the dark
count rates are < 470 kHz/mm2 at 20◦C and the afterpulse probability is < 9% at
−20◦C. Single photon timing of 230 ps FWHM for PM3350, 320 ps for PM3360
and 375 ps for PM3375 have been achieved. To test their performance in PET
(Positron Emission Tomography), energy spectra of 22Na with LYSO (Lutetium
Yttrium Oxyorthosilicate, Lu1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce) and GAGG (Gadolinium Aluminum
Gallium Garnet, Gd3(Ga,Al)5O15:Ce) scintillators with a size of 2×2×6 mm3 have
been acquired. The saturation corrected energy resolution (FHWM) at 511 keV
was with LYSO 12.3% for PM3350, 13.4% for PM3360, 12.4% for PM3375 and
with GAGG 10.8% for PM3350. Coincidence timing (FWHM) at Uover = 3.4 V
was with LYSO 174 ps for PM3350, 178 ps for PM3360, 157 ps for PM3375 and
with GAGG 430 ps for PM3350.
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4.1. Introduction

SiPMs (Silicon Photomultiplier, also called e.g. G-APD Geiger-Mode Avalanche
Photodiodes or PPD Pixelated Photo Detectors) have been established for detect-
ing visible light in recent years [BMR06]. Their application ranges from counting
single photons to the readout of bright scintillators with thousands of photons im-
pinging onto the SiPM. Their advantages are compactness, insensitivity to mag-
netic fields and their high gain in the range of 105-107 with the potential for a
high PDE [BMR06]. As it is common for every avalanche diode, the excess noise
factor (ENF) of SiPMs is > 1 but lower for SiPMs than e.g. for avalanche pho-
todiodes (APD) [BMR06] [McI66]. SiPMs in particular have the disadvantages
of dark counts, optical crosstalk, afterpulsing and limited dynamic range due to
the limited number of cells and their recovery time. Depending on the applica-
tion these properties have to be considered. The motivation for this work was
the basic characterization of the SiPMs and their usability in Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) for which the KETEK 3 × 3 mm2 series is interesting since
the manufacturer promises a low temperature dependency, high photo detection
efficiency (PDE) and a high gain. Furthermore, the thin depletion region of the
investigated devices allows a low operating voltage. The operation at high over-
voltages, where the Geiger probability saturates, is possible.

4.2. Detectors

The investigated SiPMs have been developed by KETEK during the last years
[Wie11] and are of p-on-n type with their peak sensitivity at 420 nm. KETEK’s
current PM33** series with an active area of 3 × 3 mm2 and cell sizes (**) of
50, 60 and 75 µm has been investigated. All three tested types feature optical
trenches in between the cells to reduce crosstalk. The active area is covered by a
protection layer of ≈ 300 µm epoxy with an index of refraction of 1.53 [KETc].
The package is either SMD (Surface Mount Device) or with soldering pins. Basic
properties of the detectors are listed in tab. 4.1.

Table 4.1.: Geometrical properties of PM33** [KETb].
Active Area Cell Pitch Cells Fill Factor Package Size

[mm2] [µm] [%] [mm2]
PM3350 3.0 × 3.0 50 3600 60 3.8 × 4.3
PM3360 3.0 × 3.0 60 2500 66 3.8 × 4.3
PM3375 3.0 × 3.0 75 1600 72 3.8 × 4.3
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4.3. Theoretical and Experimental Methods

4.3.1. Experimental Setup

In this study the SiPMs have been measured in a light tight and temperature con-
trolled box. The output of the SiPM has been preamplified with a gain of ≈ 10
(Photonique, AMP-0611) and was then routed directly to a digital oscilloscope
(LeCroy WaveRunner 64MXi-A) terminated with 50 Ω. Bias supply and cur-
rent measurement were done with a picoammeter/voltage source (Keithley 6487).
The used light source was a picosecond light pulser (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.
(HPK) PLP-10-040) with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the opti-
cal output pulse of 60 ps (typ.) and 405 nm emission [Ham]. All measurement
data are taken by the scope and then processed with custom LabView or Matlab
applications.

4.3.2. Breakdown Voltage and Gain

From the single photon spectra at different operating voltages, it is possible to
extract the breakdown voltage Ubd which is defined as the voltage where the gain
M is close to zero. The relative gain ∆ is the distance between the equidistant
peaks in the single photon spectrum and is proportional to the overvoltage Uover =
Ubias − Ubd, where Ubias is the applied voltage. The intercept with the x-axis of
the linear fit of ∆ versus different Uover determines the breakdown voltage Ubd

[ESSCS09]. The absolute gain M of the SiPM can be calculated with known
single cell charge. Using

Qcell = Ccell · Uover (4.1)

and the elementary charge e it follows that

M =
Ccell · Uover

e
(4.2)

The measurements where performed at controlled laboratory temperature of 20 ◦C
and in a refrigerator at -18 ◦C to extract the temperature dependency of gain and
breakdown voltage. From the total measured charge in the waveforms the absolute
gain was calculated by

M =
Vmeas · t

R ·Ncells · e
(4.3)

with V meas · t as the total area under the waveform, R the input resistor and
N cells the total number of fired cells. This calculation can only be valued as
approximation, because of the influence of afterpulsing during the recovery of the
detector. Compared to the integration of the total charge of single pe pulses, the
used method delivers a more robust result for long (> 700 ns) gates.
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4.3.3. I-V and C-V Characterization

For the measurement of the dark current versus bias the SiPM was directly con-
nected to the picoammeter without preamplifier (current resolution 10 pA). Every
cell has its individual poly-silicon resistor Rcell. All cells are connected in parallel
forming the SiPM resistivity RSiPM and therefore Rcell = Ncells · RSiPM holds. At
high enough voltages in forward bias direction the I-V curve has a linear slope
m = 1/RSiPM and the SiPM resistivity RSiPM can be calculated [PBB+07].
The cell capacity is measured with a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley
4200-SCS). It combines a DC source to deplete the junction and an AC source
to charge and uncharge the device. The DC voltage was increased in steps of
0.1 V after each capacitance measurement. A charging and uncharging frequency
of 10 kHz and a amplitude of 10 mV peak to peak was used. The connection
capacitance of the setup was compensated before the measurement.

4.3.4. Photo Detection Efficiency (PDE)

The PDE of SiPMs, which depends on the wavelength λ, can be written as

PDE(λ) = QE(λ) · εGeiger · εgeometry (4.4)

where QE(λ) is the quantum efficiency and εGeiger is the probability for a carrier
created in the active cell volume to initiate a Geiger-mode avalanche. The geo-
metrical efficiency or fill factor εgeometry is the fraction of the active area of the
SiPM and the total area of the SiPM [Ren09]. For a practical measurement, the
absolute PDE can also be obtained via the relative PDE, which is determined by
measuring the total number of counts and the counts in the pedestal of a single
photon spectrum. Its statistics follows a Poisson-distribution with k = 0 for the
pedestal [Mus07]:

P (k, δ) =
δke−δ

k!
(4.5)

k = 0 PDErel,SiPM = δ = − ln
countspedestal

countstotal
(4.6)

To determine the absolute PDE of the tested device we used a reference detector
with known absolute PDE, in our case a KETEK PM3350 (measured by Yuri
Musienko, FNAL). When illuminating the reference SiPM with the same light
source, same light intensity, same light pulse frequency and under alike geometrical
conditions as the tested SiPM, the following equation holds:

PDEabs,SiPM = PDEabs,ref ·
PDErel,SiPM

PDErel,ref

(4.7)

With this method, afterpulses and crosstalk are not affecting the stated absolute
PDE.
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A tunable light source (FWHM = 6 nm; 390− 1200 nm) was used to measure the
spectral response. First, the wavelength dependent power density was measured
with a reference photodiode which is calibrated according to NIST (National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology). Afterwards, the photodiode was replaced
by the SiPM and the wavelength dependent output current could then be set in
relation to the spectral power density, resulting in the relative quantum efficiency
of the SiPM [LH08].

4.3.5. Dark Count Rate (DCR)

The DCR is determined by analyzing waveforms which have been randomly recorded
by the scope in a gate of 10 µs. The analysis algorithm counts every peak (dark
count) with an amplitude >0.5 pe. For each measurement point 2500 waveforms
are taken into account. With the mean value of counts per waveform Navg the
dark count rate was calculated by Navg/10 µs.

4.3.6. Crosstalk Probability (CTP)

The CTP is determined by the single photon spectrum recorded at a trigger level
of 0.5 pe in darkness. It is the ratio of counts > 1 pe and the number of total
counts in the spectrum. The gate width of the area measurement was set to
10 ns to exclude afterpulses. With this method not only the initial crosstalk
events are taken into account, but also further induced crosstalk events since an
initially crosstalk triggered cell can again trigger further cells. The SiPMs have
been measured without covering the epoxy surface which means that also photons
reflected at the boundary of epoxy to air contribute.

4.3.7. Afterpulse Probability (AP)

The AP is measured by triggering on dark pulses with 1 pe amplitude. In a gate of
100 ns before the initial trigger pulse the waveform was checked for other pulses,
which could also initiate afterpulses. These waveforms were excluded from the
analysis. The triggered pulse is followed by a gate of 0.95 µs length in which the
time and amplitude of occurring pulses are recorded. For each measurement point
25000 events are analyzed.
A characteristic of afterpulses is their smaller amplitude compared to the initial
dark count. Since the electric field in the SiPM cell is not fully reestablished dur-
ing recharging, the amount of charge released in a breakdown is lower.
The first afterpulses which could be distinguished from noise occurred approxi-
mately 30 ns after the triggering pulse. For the calculation of the AP, the follow-
ing method was used: Every subsequent pulse and its delay time after the initial
triggering pulse was recorded and a histogram of the temporal distribution was
generated. The distribution was fitted with a superposition of two exponential de-
cay functions (cf. fig. 4.1). One fits the thermal dark noise (long decay time) and
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Figure 4.1.: Time distribution of subsequent pulses. The red area corresponds to afterpuls-
ing events and the blue area to dark count events.

the other fits the afterpulse distribution (short decay time). No weighting function
was used to decrease the contribution of early occurring afterpulses. This means
that the contribution of every afterpulse is the same and independent of the re-
leased charge of the afterpulse. The afterpulse probability has been calculated as
the ratio of the integral of the afterpulse fit to the total area.

4.3.8. Single Photon Time Resolution (SPTR)

In addition to the first preamplifier a second one (CAEN N979) was used which
produced two identical output pulses. Each was fed into a fixed threshold dis-
criminator (LeCroy 621S), the first opening a gate if the threshold of 0.5 pe was
exceeded and the second opening a gate if exceeding 1.5 pe. Both gates have been
fed into a coincidence unit (CAEN N455), where the first gate determined the
timing and the second gate acted as a veto. This setup filtered only events where
exactly one cell has fired. To decrease the probability of triggering on dark counts
the measurement has been performed at −18◦C. The delay between the laser out-
put and the gate produced was histogrammed and the FWHM of the temporal
distribution is the SPTR. Its FWHM was extracted with linear interpolation.
The time resolution of the preamplifier and the NIM electronics have been mea-
sured with a strong laser pulse onto the SiPM to fire all microcells at once.
In this state the time resolution of the SiPM is a few ps and negligible due to

FWHM ∼ 1/
√
Nphotons with Nphotons being the number of incident photons. The

overvoltage of the SiPM was set to a small level (50 − 100 mV) where the output
pulse shape of the SiPM was assumed to be identically to a 1 pe pulse. Sub-
sequently the signal was fed into the same preamp and NIM electronics. The
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resulting time resolution of the setup was FWHMNIM = 170 ps and had a gaus-
sian shape. The FWHMmeas from the single photon timing spectrum has been
corrected for this contribution. FWHMSPTR is then given by:

FWHMSPTR =
√

FWHM2
meas − FWHM2

NIM (4.8)

4.3.9. Measurements with LYSO and GAGG

A potential application for the investigated SiPMs is PET where typically bright
and dense scintillator materials are used. The measurements have been performed
with the recently developed GAGG (Gd3(Ga,Al)5O15:Ce), Gadolinium Aluminium
Gallium Garnet [KPN+12] and the widely used LYSO (Lu1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce, Lutetium
Yttrium Oxyorthosilicate) [SG04] (cf. tab. 4.2). For comparability of the results
the size of the polished crystals was always 2×2×6 mm3, they were always wrapped
in Teflon and coupled with Dow Corning 1-2577 silicone [DOW13]. Energy spectra
of a 22Na have been acquired by histogramming the pulse area on each trigger. The
coincidence time resolution (CTR) has been measured between the two amplified
signal outputs at an absolute threshold ≥ 1.5 pe. To suppress compton events,
also an energy filter was set, with the condition for both pulse areas to exceeded
the minimum of the valley between compton edge and 511 keV photopeak. The
energy filter limits the time walk of the rising edge. By replacing both SiPMs with
a pulser the intrinsic coincidence time resolution of the setup has been measured
to be 117 ps. All CTR values have been corrected for that (cf. eq. 4.8).

Table 4.2.: Properties of the used scintillator crystals.
GAGG LYSO

Effective Z 54 65
Density [g/cm3] 6.63 7.1
Peak emission [nm] 520 420
Light yield [photons/MeV] 46000 32000
Intrinsic ∆E/E at 662 keV [%] 4.7 7.1
Decay time [ns] 88 (92%), 230 (8%) 41
Hygroscopy no no
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4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1. Detector Signal, Cell Capacitance and Resistivity

The shown waveforms were measured with 12.4 Ω load at 26.0 V bias (cf. fig. 4.2).
All three detectors have rise times between 665 ps and 700 ps. The measurement
is mainly limited by the 1 GHz input bandwidth of the oscilloscope. Further
about 5% of the total charge is within the first fast signal component suggesting
that the capacitance of the poly-silicon resistor has measurable influence on the
signal shape. The decay constants τ have been extracted from an exponential fit

Figure 4.2.: Detector signal of PM33** under illumination with a 405 nm Laser pulse (60 ps
FWHM). The intensity of the laser was set to a level at which the detector is
fully saturated.

to the tail of the waveforms (cf. tab. 4.3). A long recovery time and therefore cell
recharge time passively suppresses the afterpulse occurrence since charge carriers
are released before the cell has been recharged. But on the other side, pile-up is
more likely. For applications with a high count rate, this may be not acceptable.
Fig. 4.3 shows the SiPM capacitance CSiPM versus bias voltage. The resulting cell

Table 4.3.: Waveform and cell characteristics of PM33**.
Rise Time Area Fast Area Total Ccell Rcell τ

[ps] [nVs] [nVs] [fF] [kΩ] [ns]
PM3350 665 2.0 40.6 270 540 145
PM3360 690 2.2 42.0 405 510 208
PM3375 700 2.1 37.2 650 500 327

capacitance is Ccell = CSiPM/Ncells where Ccell includes the parasitic capacitance
of the polyresistor, which is about 5% of the total capacitance. The included
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contribution of the parasitic capacitance of the substrate to the metal lines, which
connect the cells, is negligible [CDM+07]. The product of resistance and cell
capacitance gives a result very close to the measured and fitted recovery time (cf.
tab. 4.3). The slight variation of CSiPM between the different devices could be
caused by their differences in geometrical fill factor and parasitic capacitance.

Figure 4.3.: Capacitance of PM3350, PM3360 and PM3375 versus reverse bias.

4.4.2. Breakdown Voltage, Temperature Dependency and Gain

Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 show the reverse I-V curve and its normalized differential slope
dI/dV · 1/I indicating the operating range of the devices which is in between the
spikes of the curve. All three types have a similar breakdown voltage and at least
an operation range of 4.6 V overvoltage. A high temperature dependency demands
for bias voltage regulation to compensate temperature changes. PM33** show a
small temperature dependency of the breakdown voltage dV/dT < 16 mV/K
(cf. tab. 4.4). In comparison, the reported value for a HPK MPPC S10362-33-
050C is dV/dT = 58.5 mV/K [DBC+10], for HPK MPPC S12572-050 dV/dT =
60 mV/K [Ham14], for the SensL B-Series dV/dT = 21.5 mV/K [Sen13] and
for FBK (RGB and NUV technology) dV/dT = 25 mV/K [PFG+13]. This may
diminish the demand for a voltage regulation circuit with temperature since the
gain variation with temperature is < 1% for an overvoltage Uover > 1.7 V (cf.
fig. 4.7). Noticeable is also the high gain M > 6 · 106 which, depending on the
application, reduces the need for a preamplifier.

4.4.3. Photo Detection Efficiency (PDE)

The investigated PM33** show high PDE of 49-55% at 405 nm (cf. fig. 4.8)
and are therefore matching well with LYSO (420 nm). For the use with GAGG
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Figure 4.4.: Reverse biasing for PM33**. Figure 4.5.: dI/dV · 1/I for PM33**.

Figure 4.6.: Breakdown voltages of
PM3350 determined by the
intercept between linear
interpolation of the relative
gain and the bias voltage axis.

Figure 4.7.: Temperature coefficient of the
gain M of PM3350 versus
overvoltage.

Table 4.4.: Breakdown voltages, temperature dependency and absolute gain.
Vbd @ 20◦C Vbd @ -18◦C Temp. Dep. Gain @ 4V OV

[V] [V] [mV/K] [106]
PM3350 22.86 22.30 14.7 6.7
PM3360 22.77 22.24 14.0 10.1
PM3375 22.65 22.05 15.8 16.3
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(520 nm) the PDE is 29-33%. As expected, the PDE of all evaluated SiPMs is
proportional to the geometrical efficiency (cf. tab. 4.1). The asymptotic behaviour
of the curves at high overvoltages can be interpreted as a saturation of the Geiger
probability. In comparison at 420 nm, the HPK MPPC S10362-11-050 (50 µm
cells) has a reported maximum PDE of 32% [ESCS+10][VBD+11], latest HPK
MPPC S12572-050 (50 µm) has 37% [Ham14], FBK RGB-HD (15 µm) reaches
24% [PFG+13] and SensL MicroB-30035 (35 µm) shows 41% [Sen13]. The relative
spectral response of PM3350 is given in fig. 4.9 and can be scaled by the absolute
PDE for all evaluated SiPMs. This measurement was performed with the 50µm
device at 3.4 V overvoltage.

Figure 4.8.: Absolute photodetection effi-
ciency for all tested SiPMs at
405 nm.

Figure 4.9.: Relative quantum efficiency of
PM3350 versus wavelength at
3.4 V overvoltage.

4.4.4. Dark Count Rate (DCR)

The DCR of the SiPMs is between 340 kHz/mm2 and 450 kHz/mm2 at 20◦C
and 3.4 V overvoltage. Fig. 4.10 shows that the PM33** with larger microcells
also show higher DCR and fig. 4.11 shows the DCR with increasing threshold
level. In comparison at room temperature, HPK MPPCs (S10362-11-050C) show
≈ 1 MHz/mm2 at an overvoltage of Uover = 1.3 V [ESCS+10] and the latest HPK
MPPCs S12572-050 show ≈ 100 kHz/mm2 [Ham14].

4.4.5. Crosstalk Probability (CTP)

Results for the CTP versus the bias voltage are shown in fig. 4.12. The dependency
between microcell capacitance C, microcell area A (cf. 4.2) and CTP is reflected,
e.g. the ratio CPM3375/CPM3350 ∼ APM3375/APM3350 = 5625µm2/2500µm2 = 2.25
and CTPPM3375/CTPPM3350 = 42%/20% = 2.1 at 3.4 V overvoltage are almost
equal. The high gain of the SiPMs results in several hundred photons emitted per
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Figure 4.10.: Dark count rates mm2 of all
investigated SiPMs.

Figure 4.11.: Dark count rate versus
threshold level.

avalanche, assuming about 3 photons per 105 generated charge carriers according
to [aLZBM93].

Figure 4.12.: Crosstalk probability versus
bias voltage for PM3350.

Figure 4.13.: Afterpulse probability versus
overvoltage measured at -
20◦C.

4.4.6. Afterpulse Probability (AP)

Fig. 4.13 shows the AP at -20◦C. At a Uover = 3.4 V the AP is < 7 ± 2% for all
three SiPMs. No dependence on the microcell size was observed.

4.4.7. Single Photon Time Resolution (SPTR)

Fig. 4.14 presents the SPTR results where PM3350 performed best with 230 ps.
All devices are illuminated over the full active area and only single pe pulses are
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taken into account. These results are in agreement with another publication about
KETEK SiPMs [BGM+13].

Figure 4.14.: Single photon time resolution as function of overvoltage for all microcell types.

4.4.8. Measurements with LYSO and GAGG

4.4.8.1. Energy Resolution

The energy spectra of 22Na recorded with PM33** and LYSO or GAGG all show
the 511 keV photopeak. As expected, saturation effects become visible caused
by the limited number of cells compared to the high number of photons emitted
from both scintillators. The histograms of the pulse area in fig. 4.15 of e.g.
PM3350 at different overvoltages clearly show that the 1.275 MeV photopeak of
22Na is not 2.49 times larger in pulse area as it would be for the linear case.
Thus for a comparison the energy resolution is corrected for saturation (cf. tab.
4.5). The FWHM were obtained after subtracting the high-energetic Compton
background of 22Na under the photopeak. ∆E/E is better for higher overvoltages
since the PDE increases. GAGG has a better intrinsic energy resolution than
LYSO. Therefore, more photons are detected resulting in stronger saturation which
is visible in the stronger squeezing of the spectrum (cf. fig. 4.15). In addition, with
a decay time of about a factor 2 for GAGG compared to LYSO, the microcells
are more likely to recharge during the light emission from the crystal. In the
case of LYSO with its faster decay, cells are more likely to be hit by a photon
while they are recharging from a previous breakdown. With increasing cell size,
the saturation gets stronger due to less cells. PM3360 and PM3375 showed very
strong squeezing especially for higher energies making the 1.275 MeV peak of 22Na
unidentifiable. This was the reason to exclude those in tab. 4.5.
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Figure 4.15.: Energy spectra of 22Na recorded by a PM3350 coupled to a LYSO or GAGG
scintillator crystal at different overvoltages. Noticeable is the saturation of
the SiPM resulting in a non-linear response.

Table 4.5.: Energy resolution of PM33** with LYSO and GAGG at different overvoltages
and saturation corrected values.

∆E/E FWHM [%] at 511 keV
uncorrected saturation corrected

Uover 2.3 V (10%) 3.4 V (15%) 4.6 V (20%) 2.3 V (10%) 3.4 V (15%) 4.6 V (20%)
LYSO 2 × 2 × 6 mm3

PM3350 9.3 8.8 8.4 13.5 12.8 12.3
PM3360 9.2 7.8 7.3 16.2 13.4 14.1
PM3375 8.0 7.1 6.1 14.5 13.5 12.4

GAGG 2 × 2 × 6 mm3

PM3350 7.3 7.2 7.2 10.8 11.1 12.3

4.4.8.2. Coincidence Time Resolution (CTR)

Tab. 4.6 summarizes the results of two SiPMs in coincidence, coupled either
to LYSO or GAGG. For GAGG only the measurement with PM3350 could be
performed because PM3360 and PM3375 were in saturation which did not allow
to set a reliable energy filter for 511 keV. This was also the case for PM3375 with
LYSO at 4.6 V overvoltage.

4.4.8.3. Comparison with Reported Values

Tab. 4.7 and 4.8 summarize the best achieved results with PM33** and compare
them to reported results in literature for HPK, FBK and Sensl SiPMs. The
saturation corrected energy resolution is worse with PM33** compared to the
other manufacturers, while the uncorrected values are comparable or better. A
higher saturation of PM33** is also indicated by the saturation correction factor
for the energy resolution. A reason could be that PM33** has a higher PDE than
the other manufacturers which increases the probability to saturate the device
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Table 4.6.: Coincidence time resolution of PM33** with LYSO and GAGG at different
overvoltages.

CTR FWHM [ps]
Uover 1.7 V (7.5%) 2.3 V (10%) 3.4 V (15%) 4.6 V (20%)

LYSO 2 × 2 × 6 mm3

PM3350 245 207 174 187
PM3360 241 178 180 180
PM3375 157 179 158

GAGG 2 × 2 × 6 mm3

PM3350 501 491 430

more. In addition the single cell pulse decay time τ > 145 ns is quite long (cf.
tab. 4.4), which makes it very likely that cells are not fully recharged when
hit again by a photon during a scintillation event, which results in less detected
charge. This leads to effectively less detected photons and thus a worsening in
photon statistics respectively energy resolution. In comparison, for HPK MPPCs
a decay time value of 11 ns for a 50 µm SiPM has been reported [OOY+07].

Table 4.7.: Comparison of the currently best reported energy resolutions in literature with
LYSO and GAGG. In brackets are the corresponding values without saturation
correction.

∆E/E FWHM [%] at 511 keV
KETEK HPK MPPC FBK Sensl

PM3350 PM3360 PM3375 S10362-33-050 RGB-HD MicroFB-
[YYD+13] [FGS+14b] 30035

Crystal [mm3] 2 × 2 × 6 3 × 3 × 5 3 × 3 × 5 2 × 2 × 6
LYSO 12.3 (8.4) 13.4 (7.3) 12.4 (6.1) - (10.1) 9.5 (-)
GAGG 10.8 (7.3) 7.9 (7.1) 7.0 (-) 10.7 (8.3)

Table 4.8.: Comparison of the currently best reported CTR in literature with LYSO and
GAGG.

CTR FWHM [ps]
KETEK HPK MPPC FBK Sensl [DFI13]

PM3350 PM3360 PM3375 S10362-33-050 RGB-HD MicroFB-
[FGS+14b] 30035

Crystal [mm3] 2 × 2 × 6 3 × 3 × 5 3 × 3 × 5 3 × 3 × 10
LYSO 174 178 157 138 [SvDV+12] 157 180
GAGG 430 464 [YYD+13] 255

4.5. Conclusion

Recently developed blue sensitive SIPM have been characterized and show promis-
ing performance for the use in PET. PM33** SiPMs have an operating voltage
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> 23 V and the devices have a large operation range of up to 6 V overvoltage.
PDE, crosstalk, afterpulses and dark count rates are either comparable or better
than other available SiPMs. The unique feature of the SiPMs is their small tem-
perature dependency. Together with the large bias operation range, this opens
new possibilities in applications where material or occupied space matters, since
a bias voltage regulation is not absolutely necessary when operating under tem-
perature changes of several degree K. With a typical gain of 7 − 16 · 106 at an
overvoltage of 4 V and using a bright scintillator like LYSO, the signals at 50 Ω
have an amplitude of several hundred mV. Depending on the application a further
amplification of the signal may not be needed. With these properties, the SiPMs
are promising candidates for the use in combined ToF-PET/MRI.
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5. Simulation Studies of MADPET4
- A Design Concept for an MRI
compatible PET Insert with
Individually read out Crystals

Abstract: MADPET4 (Munich Avalanche Photodiode PET) is a PET (positron
emission tomography) insert proposed for the use in a 7T small animal MRI
(magnetic resonance imaging) scanner. It is a dual layer ring system allowing
DOI (depth of interaction) with individually read out LYSO (Lutetium Yttrium
Oxyorthosilicate) scintillator crystals with an end face of 1.5 × 1.5 mm2. MAD-
PET4 consists in total of 8 axial dual layer rings with 330 crystals per ring and an
inner diameter of 98.8 mm. The crystals are arranged such that every crystal is
transaxially facing the center of the FOV (field of view), so only photons emitted
close to the center of the FOV have the possibility to escape the ring in transaxial
direction without passing any crystal volume. Compared to a block-wise approach
with crystal arrays, the proposed geometry allows a larger crystal volume in the
ring by minimizing the gaps leading to a more uniform sensitivity. Different pos-
sible crystal lengths for inner and outer layer have been simulated with GATE
(Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission) to find the optimal configuration
with focus on highest possible spatial resolution and still good sensitivity. The
total crystal length of inner and outer ring is 20 mm. A configuration with 6 mm
long crystals in the inner layer and 14 mm in the outer layer showed the best
performance in terms of spatial resolution. A phantom with spherical sources (ra-
dius 0.1 mm) embedded in a background activity of 1/200 of the spheres has been
simulated. With an iterative MLEM (Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maxi-
mization) reconstruction a spatial resolution of < 1 mm in the center of the FOV
and < 2.3 mm at 80% of the FOV could be achieved.
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5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. System Properties

MADPET4 is designed as an insert for the 7 T MRI Agilent/GE Discovery MR901
for preclinical small animal studies. It is a dual layer PET system with an inner
ring composed of 132 scintillator crystals and 198 crystals for the outer ring,
providing DOI information by the two layer concept [MPP+05][Spa07]. The func-
tional requirements for the system are maximum channel density, high spatial
resolution of < 3 mm for a large FOV (field of view), a total system CTR (co-
incidence time resolution) < 3 ns and as much as possible uniform sensitivity
throughout the FOV. The usable FOV should encompass up to 80% of the inner
diameter. Due to the constraints inside the MRI scanner, SiPMs (Silicon Photo-
multiplier) are the detector of choice since they are insensitive to magnetic fields,
compact and show high intrinsic gain > 106. The inner diameter is 98.8 mm and
the outer diameter is 140 mm, measured from the crystal end faces, leaving enough
space to place the detectors to fit into the MRI Tx/Rx coil with 150 mm inner
diameter. The crystals with an end face of 1.5×1.5 mm2 are read out individually
for high count rate capability, direct interaction localization and the possible use
of inter-crystal scattered events. They are not arranged in blocks or arrays as in
most traditional approaches but are transaxially facing the center of the field of
view with as much symmetry as possible (cf. fig. 5.1) aiming for a more uniform
sensitivity due to the minimal gaps. The MRI scanner induces constraints like the
magnetic field and space limitations. SiPMs are already proven to work in PET
and in simultaneous PET/MRI [DKH+14]. They are compact, have high PDE
(photodetection efficiency), a high gain > 106, are usable without preamplifica-
tion and therefore no need for active electronic PET components inside the MRI.
Latest generation SiPMs have lower temperature dependency of the gain and have
a large operating voltage range up to 40% overvoltage [SGS+14]. Both properties
lead to less system complexity since many SiPMs can be operated with the same
bias voltage and a recalibration of the energy spectra is not needed for the ex-
pected temperature variations. Consequently the front end can be kept minimal
by consisting of the scintillator crystals and the SiPMs while the PET electronics
is planned to be outside the MRI. The complete system will consist of 8 axial rings
with a total of 2640 channels. Since the inner diameter from crystal to crystal
is only 98.8 mm, time-of-flight measurement is not the main objective. Instead
the focus is on best possible spatial resolution with sufficiently good time resolu-
tion for randoms suppression and sufficiently good energy resolution for recovering
inter-crystal scattered events. The combination of SiPMs and LYSO fulfills these
requirements and is compatible to work inside an MRI scanner [DKH+14].
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5.1. Introduction

Figure 5.1.: Single PET ring of MADPET4 with 330 crystals (grey, end face 1.5×1.5 mm2).
The basic element of the ring is shown in violet. Inner diameter is 98.8 mm
and outer diameter is 140 mm.
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5.1.2. Aim of this Work

The main goal of this simulation was to find the optimal combination of the crystal
lengths for inner and outer ring with priority on spatial resolution up to 80% of the
FOV. In total five different dual layer combinations of crystal lengths with a total
length sum of inner and outer crystal of 20 mm have been investigated (inner-outer
lengths in mm): 4-16, 5-15, 6-14, 8-12 and 10-10. For comparison without DOI
information, also a single layer variant 0-20 with 20 mm long crystals in the outer
layer and no crystal in the inner layer was simulated. The 20 mm total crystal
length is the same as e.g. for the Siemens mMR [DFJ+11b] and was chosen as
a compromise between sufficient stopping probability and space constraints due
to the small ring diameter. The sensitivity should still be as uniform and high
as possible. The optimal configuration should also be investigated with a more
complex phantom.

5.2. Methods

All simulations were performed using parallel GATE 6.1 [RVAE13] on a 48 core
Linux cluster. An energy resolution of 11.75% FWHM (σ = 5%) @ 511 keV,
estimated from first measurements with potential SiPM candidates and LYSO,
has been set. The time resolution has been conservatively estimated to be 3 ns
and a 6 ns coincidence window was used. With a lower energy threshold of 450 keV,
which is set to include only events in the photopeak, inter-crystal scattered events
are not detected to simplify the analysis. To speed up the computations, the
presented results have all been obtained by simulating one ring instead of all 8 of
MADPET4, with 330 crystals for the dual layer configurations (4-16,5-15,6-14,8-
12,10-10) and 192 crystals for the single layer configuration (0-20).

5.2.1. Analytical Detector Response Function Model

An iterative reconstruction based on Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximiza-
tion (MLEM) was used [SV82] with system matrices (SM) analytically calculated
with the detector response function (DRF) model (cf. tab. 5.1). The SM gen-
eration and the MLEM were implemented on a multi-core architecture [KWS09].
The basic idea of the DRF model presented by Strul et al. [SSD+03] is to calculate
the probability pc(M ,n) of a flux of photons from a source point M travelling in
direction n being detected by detector crystal c. To evaluate the differences in
terms of sensitivity between the investigated geometries, a sensitivity map was
calculated which represents the weighting of the voxels in the system matrix.

5.2.2. Phantoms

Spatial Resolution For each scanner geometry, spherical sources (radius 0.1 mm,
each sphere 1 MBq) embedded into an ellipsoidal background activity (halfx =
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Table 5.1.: Properties of the calculated system matrices for 1 ring of MADPET4.

crystals 330 (for 0-20: 192)
LORs 108900 (for 0-20: 36864)
voxels 246 × 246 × 1

voxel size 0.375 × 0.375 × 1.5 mm3

file size 425 - 716 MB

24.0 mm, halfy = 2.5 mm, halfz = 0.75 mm) were simulated for 60 s (cf. fig.
5.2). One spherical source without added background has been placed exactly in
the center of the FOV to confirm the correct localization of the sources in the
reconstructed image. The background ellipsoid had an activity concentration of
1/200 of the spheres. The sources were modeled as two monoenergetic 511 keV
gammas, back-to-back with isotropic emission. The relative sensitivity of the dif-
ferent geometries was extracted. As a measure for the spatial resolution, Gaussian
functions were fitted to the line profile through the reconstructed spherical sources
and the FWHM were determined.
To find the optimal number of iterations for this study, the same spherical sources
without background have been simulated and reconstructed with 10 to 150 itera-
tions in steps of 10 iterations. Since all spheres have the same activity, their peak
heights in a line profile through the central slice of the reconstructed image should
be similar. The number of iterations for this study has been chosen according to
this.

Figure 5.2.: Phantom to investigate the spatial resolution up to 80% of the field of view.
The background ellipsoid’s (grey) activity concentration is 1/200 of the hot
spheres (red).

Derenzo Phantom To evaluate the performance of the best variant with a more
complex phantom, a GATE simulation of a Derenzo phantom with the outermost
rod at 87 % of the FOV was performed. The total activity of 37 MBq was dis-
tributed to a uniform activity concentration in the hot rods and the phantom has
been simulated for 5 min. The sources were two 511 keV gammas, back-to-back
with planar emission, and the material of the phantom was defined to be air.
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5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1. Sensitivity

The different sensitivity maps and line profiles for each geometry are shown in fig.
5.3 and 5.4. The relative sensitivity is highest for the variant 0-20 without DOI
which is expected, since it has the largest crystal volume (cf. tab. 5.2). Also lower
sensitivity due to smaller crystal volume is seen with shorter crystals in the back
layer, since the number of crystals for the outer layer (198) is 1.5 times higher
than for the inner layer (132). By calculating the relative standard deviation of
the sensitivity up to 80% of the FOV, the uniformity is indicated, where 6-14 and
8-12 show the best performance out of the dual layer variants.

Figure 5.3.: Sensitivity maps of the system matrices computed with the DRF model. Num-
bers correspond to the different length combinations of inner and outer layer
crystals. Plots are normalized to the same color scale.

5.3.2. Spatial Resolution

5.3.2.1. Spherical Sources

Without Background In the case of 50 iterations the peak heights are almost
equal (cf. fig. 5.5). Concluding from this, all further simulations have been
evaluated at 50 iterations.
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Figure 5.4.: Line profiles through the central slice of the sensitivity maps shown in fig. 5.3.
The dashed lines indicate 80% of the FOV.

Table 5.2.: Relative sensitivities of the different geometries and the relative standard devi-
ation of the sensitivity change within 80% of the FOV.

geometry rel. sens. [%] rel. std. dev. [%]
(80% FOV)

0-20 100.0 3.4
4-16 95.2 7.7
5-15 93.7 7.4
6-14 92.2 6.8
8-12 88.7 6.6
10-10 86.6 7.2
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Figure 5.5.: Comparison of the peak heights of a line profile through the MLEM recon-
structed spherical sources with different iterations. For better visibility, only
10, 50 and 100 iterations are shown. 50 iterations show the best uniformity
between the peak heights.

With Background 1:200 50 iterations MLEM showed the most uniform weight-
ing of the peak heights amongst each other as with 150 iterations no further im-
provement in the extracted FWHM could be observed. Concluding from figure
5.6, the variant 6-14 outperforms 4-16, 5-15 and 8-12. It shows the lowest parallax
effect with all FWHM < 2 mm for 150 iterations and sub-millimeter resolution in
the center of the FOV.

Comparison without DOI The geometry (0-20) with no inner crystals and only
20 mm long outer crystals (198 crystals) shows only the 5 innermost spherical
sources (from the center of the FOV up to 20 mm away). Further ones could
not be distinguished anymore from the background (cf. fig. 5.7). The FWHM
at 20 mm distance was already around 4 mm. The 0-20 configuration also does
not display the source position correctly anymore, instead there is an outwards
shift. From the line profile in comparison with 6-14 with and without background
it is clearly visible that the performance would be not acceptable without DOI.
Therefore the dual layer concept with DOI is mandatory.

5.3.2.2. Derenzo Phantom

Figure 5.8 shows 50 iterations MLEM of a Derenzo phantom. All rods for 2.3 mm
can still be clearly separated, while the rod diameter of 1.85 mm shows the limit of
the spatial resolution for the two outermost rods (cf. fig. 5.9). The smallest rods
with a diameter of 1.35 mm cannot be resolved anymore. This result confirms that
the spatial resolution is < 2.3 mm which is in agreement with the result obtained
by the spherical sources.
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Figure 5.6.: Comparison of the spatial resolution for the different geometries with 50 iter-
ations MLEM.

Figure 5.7.: Comparison of the line profiles through the spherical sources with (6-14) and
without (0-20) DOI.
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Figure 5.8.: MLEM reconstruction of the Derenzo phantom with 50 iterations.

Figure 5.9.: Line profile through the slice indicated in fig. 5.8. All rods except the two
outermost ones with a diameter of 1.85 mm can be clearly separated.
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5.4. Conclusion and Outlook

The proposed design for a small animal PET scanner shows promising results.
Compared to the traditional approach with block wise arranged scintillators in
the PET ring [Hoh12, SSSSZ15], the sensitivity is more uniform since the overall
crystal volume and placement in the available space are optimized to minimize
gaps. DOI information can be extracted by the two layer concept paying off in a
good spatial resolution up to 80% of the FOV. The best spatial resolution is shown
by the configuration with a length of 6 mm for the inner and a length of 14 mm
for the outer ring crystals. The relative sensitivity is comparable to the other
variants and is amongst the best in terms of uniformity. The crystal arrangement
already takes into account a possible readout with commercially available SiPMs
and their package size [KETa]. Encouraged by these results the variant 6-14 is
currently under development.
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6. MADPET4: A 3D printed,
unshielded, MRI compatible Dual
Layer PET Insert

Abstract: MADPET4 is a PET insert for a 7 T MRI Agilent/GE Discovery
MR901 for preclinical small animal studies. As described in chapter 5, p. 65, it is
a dual layer PET system with an inner layer composed of 132 LYSO crystals and
198 LYSO crystals for the outer layer per ring, providing quantized DOI informa-
tion [MPP+05, Spa07, Esp08]. The crystals are 1.5 × 1.5 × 6 mm3 for the inner
and 1.5 × 1.5 × 14 mm3 for the outer layer. Each crystal is read out individually
by a KETEK PM1150NT SiPM with an active area of 1.2 mm × 1.2 mm. The
complete system consists of 8 axial rings with 2.6 mm pitch, covering 19.7 mm in
axial direction with a total of 2640 channels (cf. fig. 6.1).
The mechanical support structures are made from 3D-printed (laser-sintered)
polyamide (PA-2200, ρ ≈ 0.9 − 0.95 g/cm3, EOS GmbH, Krailling/München).
The complete design was made with CAD (Computer Aided Design, SolidWorks)
and the manufacturing of the parts was done by shapeways [Sha]. The PCBs
(Printed Circuit Board) with the SiPMs are mounted to the inner and outer crys-
tal layer. The white printed parts hold the crystals, while the structural parts to
mount the PCBs are printed in black for light tightness (cf. fig. 6.4). Altough the
front end of MADPET4 is finalized and equipped with all components, with the
currently available SADC (Sampling Analog to Digital Converter) DAQ (Data
Acquisition) only two opposing modules (80 ch) can be read out. For the first
PET only tests, MADPET4 has been set up outside the MRI. Then the insert
was tested for its MRI compatibility and finally a simultaneous PET/MRI image
was successfully acquired. It works inside the MRI Tx/Rx (Transmission/Re-
ceive) coil without any electromagnetic shielding for the PET components. In
both cases, Na-22 point sources could be successfully reconstructed with iterative
algorithms. The energy resolution at 511keV and CTR are 8.7% and 472 ps for
the inner detectors, respectively 10.4% and 861 ps for the outer detectors (all val-
ues FWHM, ∆E/E not corrected for saturation). Currently the 80 MHz SADC
read out limits the CTR to 9.6 ns FWHM. The final system will be equipped
with TOT-ASICs (Time-over-Threshold Application Specific Integrated Circuit)
which showed a CTR of 545 ps FWHM with a first test board and two inner
detectors in coincidence. The read out platform for the TOT ASIC is currently
under development.
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Figure 6.1.: Isometric view of MADPET4 with 2640 crystals (grey) read out individually
by SiPMs (green). Inner ø 98.8 mm and outer ø 140 mm, measured from the
crystal end faces.

Figure 6.2.: Schematic views of a single module of MADPET4 with in total 40 detector
channels. Pitch between the rings in axial direction is 2.6 mm, covering an
axial FOV of 19.7 mm.
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6.1. Materials and Methods

6.1.1. Technical Specifications of the MRI Scanner

The MRI scanner used is an Agilent/GE Discovery MR901 7T/31 with 7 T and
31 cm bore diameter. MADPET4 is designed to fit into the Tx/Rx coil with inner
ø 150 mm. This coil is a Quadrature Actively Decoupled Birdcage optimized for
1H (300 MHz). It is used inside a gradient sub-system with 300 mT/m peak
amplitude with ø 210 mm inner bore. The coil has an RF window length of
150 mm, the coil housing itself has a length of 270 mm. The distance from the
front face of the coil to the RF isocentre is 100 mm. The RF homogeneity has a
linear region of 100 × 100 mm2. [GA11]

6.1.2. Photodetectors, Scintillators and System Assembly

SiPMs MRI induces constraints like the magnetic field, radio frequency (298.1 MHz)
and space limitations (bore ø150 mm). SiPMs are the detectors of choice since they
are already proven to work in PET/MRI [DKH+14, ETF+08]. The used SiPMs
are non-magnetic and nickel-free KETEK PM1150NT (NT no trench type) with
576 cells on an active area of 1.2 × 1.2 mm2 and 50 µm cell pitch [KETa]. They
are compact SMDs (Surface Mount Device) with high internal gain ≈ 8 · 106.
Their temperature variation of the gain is < 1%/K. With a bright scintillator like
LYSO the pulse height is ∼ 100 mV at 50 Ω. With those properties, there is no
need for active electronic PET components, like e.g. a preamplifier or tempera-
ture compensation circuit, inside the MRI scanner. This allows the digitization of
the signals outside the MRI without preamplification. Their typical breakdown
voltage is 27.5± 0.5 V and they have a large operating voltage range > 20% over-
voltage. Other advantages are their high PDE (Photo Detection Efficiency) of up
to 55% at 420 nm and a package size of 2.45 × 1.95 × 1.8 mm3 [KETa].

Scintillators LYSO is suitable for operation inside an MRI scanner [EFH+10].
The used crystals are produced by Hilger Crystals, UK. Detailed LYSO specifica-
tions can be found in section 1.3.3, p. 8.

PCBs The common breakdown voltage of all SiPMs leads to less system com-
plexity since all SiPMs of a PCB (16 for inner, 24 for outer PCB) share a com-
mon bias voltage and their signals are routed individually by micro-coaxial cables
(0.4 mm pitch, USLS series, KEL Corporation Japan) with 20 pins (inner) and
30 pins (outer PCB). The PCBs have no ground connection to avoid building an
antenna inside the MRI which catches. From the inner 20 pins, 16 pins are for
the single ended detector signals and 4 for the bias voltage, for the outer 30 pins
there are 24 pins used for the signals and 6 for bias. The PCBs consist of 6 layers
with 125µm manufacturing precision, have a thickness of 1.25 mm and have been
designed with Altium Designer ECAD). Figure 6.3 shows the individual parts.
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6. MADPET4 PET Insert

The PCBs are mounted onto the insert structure with the embedded crystals as
shown in fig. 6.4 and are also used to hold the parts together. All 80 SiPMs of
the two used modules (cf. fig. 6.2) were operated with one common power supply
line.

Figure 6.3.: Inner (top) and outer (bottom) PCBs with SiPMs and USLS connectors, single
PM1150NT, 1.5× 1.5× 6 mm3 and 1.5× 1.5× 14 mm3 LYSO crystals and a
size comparison to a 1 Cent coin.

Assembly of MADPET4 As a consequence of the aforementioned properties,
the insert only consists of the 3D-printed structure, crystals and PCBs with SiPMs
while the PET DAQ is outside of the MRI bore. Figure 6.2 shows the basic module,
figure 6.4 the crystal assembly of MADPET4. The inner 8 parts hold the crystals
in place and act as optical separators between the crystals. The density of the
whole structure is ρ = 0.9 − 0.95 g/cm3 which reduces the interaction probability
compared to e.g. PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) with a density of ρ = 2.2 g/cm3.
All crystals are optically insulated from each other and coupled with optical grease
to the SiPMs. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the composition of the complete system
and the assembly without the cables. The outer diameter is 149.7 mm, inner ø
88.0 mm and the length 263.3 mm.
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Figure 6.4.: Left: Single ring element with 330 crystals in the 3D printed structure (white).
Center: Assembly of the 8 rings with all 2640 crystals.
Right: PCBs (green) mounted to the structure (black).

Figure 6.5.: 3D model of MADPET4 with a cut through the sagittal slice. Outer ø
149.7 mm, inner ø 88.0 mm, length 263.3 mm.
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Figure 6.6.: Assembly of MADPET4 with all parts except the USLS cables.

6.1.3. Data Acquisition

For digitization of the signals, SADCs (10 bit, 80 MHz) are used at this stage.
Due to the limited number of readout channels available, only two opposing PET
modules (each 40 ch) can be read out. The rise time of the SiPM + LYSO signals
is with a few ns too fast for this sampling rate and therefore the signals have to
be shaped, which degrades the system time resolution. Further description of the
SADC can be found in sec. 1.4.1, p. 19.
Currently, a dedicated readout platform based on TOT ASICs and FPGAs is
developed, reading all 2640 channels, exploiting the SiPM + LYSO time resolution
and digitizing the signals directly after the USLS cables. The principle of the ASIC
is described in sec. 1.4.2, p. 20.
The intrinsic performance of the SiPM + LYSO combination has been evaluated
with an oscilloscope (LeCroy Waverunner 610Zi).

6.1.4. Image Reconstruction

In general for all reconstructed PET images, the coincidence window was set to
20 ns and the lower energy cut was set to 450 keV.

MADPET4 Outside the MRI An iterative MLEM (Maximum Likelihood Ex-
pectation Maximization) reconstruction was used with an analytically computed
SM (System Matrix) based on the DRF (Detector Response Function) model
[KPS+10]. With 2 facing modules, the covered FOV size is 5.05×5.05×19.7 mm3

corresponding to a system matrix with 12 × 12 × 54 voxels with a size of 0.375 ×
0.375 × 0.375 mm3.

Simultaneous PET/MRI On the PET side, One iteration of an OSEM (Ordered
Subset Expectation Maximization) reconstruction (8 subsets) using a Monte Carlo
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generated SM was performed on CPU (Central Processing Unit) [CR12]. The
symmetries of MADPET4 are exploited in the SM. Again with 2 facing modules,
the covered FOV size is 5.05 × 5.05 × 19.7 mm3. Since this SM will be used
also for the final MADPET4, it was already calculated for the whole FOV with
262 × 262 × 56 voxels with a size of (0.375 mm)3.
The MRI images were acquired using 3 different sequences:

• 3D FGRE (Fast Gradient Echo) sequence (256× 256 px, 0.7 mm slice thick-
ness, TR 15.8 ms, TE 5.5 ms, scan time 253 s)

• SSFSE (Single Shot Fast Spin Echo) sequence (128 × 128 px, 2.0 mm slice
thickness, TR 2500.0 ms, TE 31.5 ms)

• SEEPI (Spin Echo Echo Planar Imaging) sequence (256 × 256 px, 1.0 mm
slice thickness, TR 2500.0 ms, TE 326.4 ms)

6.1.5. MADPET4 Setup

22Na Point Sources Due to the limited available FOV, all PET measurements
were performed with two 22Na point sources (Eckert & Ziegler, MMS04, 3 × 3 ×
8 mm3, active cylinder Ø = 1.0 mm, H = 0.5 mm ) One had an activity of
2.8 MBq and the other one 0.6 MBq. An exact placement in the FOV was done
with source holders which have been 3D printed from the same material as used
for the structure of MADPET4. The holders have 8 slots so that the sources can
be placed directly in the center of each ring in transaxial direction.

6.1.5.1. Outside the MRI

To emulate the complete system with the two opposing modules, the point sources
are placed on a rotating table in the center of the FOV to cover the missing
projections (cf. fig. 6.7). A rotation by 5.45◦ emulates the complete system with
in total 66 modules. Two point like 22Na sources can be positioned by a holder
in the center of the FOV. The bias voltage of the SiPMs was set to 34 V in this
setup.

6.1.5.2. Simultaneous PET/MRI

For simultaneous PET/MRI scans, the completely assembled MADPET4 was in-
serted with its center of the FOV matching the RF isocenter of the coil (cf. 6.8).
The two opposing modules were connected with 1.50 m USLS cables matched by
an adapter to 5 m flat cables, routing the signals outside of the MRI cabin. There
the SADC, the common bias supply of 32 V for all SiPMs and the data acquisi-
tion laptop are located. In contrast to the measurements outside of the MRI, the
phantoms could not be rotated.
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Figure 6.7.: MADPET4 set up as sector tomograph with rotating table in the FOV. Only
the two connected modules are active. Point sources can be positioned with
help of the holder in the center.

MRI Cubic Grid Phantom To assess the influence on the MR image with and
without the insert, a phantom with a cubic grid (pitch 5 mm, rod thickness 0.7 mm,
length 100 mm, ø 48 mm) has been 3D printed (PA-2200) and filled with Gd(aq.)
(0.5 µmol/ml) (cf. fig. 6.9).

Simultaneous PET/MRI Phantom Four syringes (5 ml, inner ø 12.5 mm)filled
with Gd(aq.) (0.5 µmol/ml) were attached to a structure, which holds two 22Na
point sources (center-to-center distance 5.2 mm) in the center of the FOV (cf. fig.
6.10). PET data was acquired at the same time while running the MRI FGRE
sequence.

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Energy and Time Resolution

Measurements with Oscilloscope and TOT ASIC Measurements with the
LeCroy Waverunner 610Zi (50 Ω, no preamplification) and two PM1150NT +
LYSO assembled in MADPET4 showed 8.7% energy resolution and a CTR of
472 ps for the inner detectors, respectively 10.4% and 861 ps for the outer detec-
tors (all values FWHM, ∆E/E not corrected for saturation). Figure 6.11 shows
acquired 22Na energy spectra w/ and w/o flash sequence. A flash sequence was
chosen, since it is supposed to induce the most noise to the signals compared to
other sequences. It can be seen that for the direct measurement with the oscil-
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Figure 6.8.: Top: Final assembly of MADPET4 with all cables as tested inside the MRI.
Left: MADPET4 inside the MRI Rx/Tx coil with the PET FOV matched to
the coil’s RF center.
Right: Rear view of the Rx/Tx coil.

Figure 6.9.: Cubic grid phantom to assess the MRI image quality.
Left: Sagittal cut through the phantom to illustrate the inner structure.
Right: Front (transversal) cut of the phantom with dimensions.
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Figure 6.10.: Phantom used for simultaneous PET/MRI measurements. Four syringes filled
with Gd(aq.) and two 22Na point sources (distance 5.2 mm).
Left: Front (transversal) view of the phantom.
Right: Top (coronal) view with the point sources.

loscope the running sequence causes a degradation in signal quality and energy
resolution. When measuring with the TOT ASIC, no significant impact can bee
seen to the ASIC output nor the energy spectrum. With the TOT ASIC, a CTR
of 545 ps and ∆E/E FWHM of 13.4% (not corrected for non-linearity) with a
prototype test board and two inner detectors in coincidence could be achieved.

Figure 6.11.: Comparison of 22Na energy spectra w/ and w/o running flash sequence.
Results shown for an inner detector (PM1150NT + LYSO 1.5×1.5×6 mm3)
Top row: Detector signal and a histogram of the pulse area.
Bottom row: TOT ASIC output and histogram of its width.

Measurements with SADC When measuring with the SADC and MADPET4
inside the MRI, there is no difference in the 22Na spectra w/ and w/o running
FGRE sequence (240 s meas. time). They show the same photopeak positions
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and number of entries (cf. fig. 6.12). Due to the shaping caused by the 6 m long
cables and the 80 MHz sampling rate, the global CTR (40 ch vs. 40 ch) degrades
to 9.6 ns.

Figure 6.12.: Comparison of the 22Na energy spectra acquired with the SADC for one of
the inner detectors (PM1150NT + LYSO 1.5×1.5×6 mm3).

6.2.2. Image Reconstruction

6.2.2.1. MADPET4 outside the MRI Scanner

Rotated Point Sources The two 22Na point sources could be successfully ac-
quired and the result with 10 iterations MLEM DRF is shown in fig. 6.13. For
each of the 33 angular positions the measurement time was 30 s. The sources show
different intensities in the image which is expected due to their different activities,
although the DRF model is not quantitative. The FWHM of the sources have been
extracted along the axis. For source 1 (top source) these are FWHMx = 0.52 mm,
FWHMy = 0.71 mm and FWHMz = 0.57 mm. Source 2 (bottom source) with
identical dimensions showed FWHMx = 0.67 mm, FWHMy = 0.61 mm and
FWHMz = 0.30 mm.

6.2.2.2. MADPET4 inside the MRI Scanner

Cubic Grid Phantom Figure 6.14 shows the impact on the image quality with
and without the insert for a FGRE sequence. A degradation of the SNR (Signal-
to-Noise Ratio) can be seen. A distortion in spatial resolution is not visible. The
distortion in the parallelism of the grid is caused by the MRI and not by the PET
insert. When using a flex array surface coil placed on top of the phantom, the
SNR could be significantly improved. The slight gradient in the image is due to
the surface coil placement. Also the parallelism of the cubic grid is now correctly
depicted.
A SSFSE image (cf. fig. 6.15) shows significant degradation of the image quality
with the insert. It can be partly recovered when using the flex array surface coil,
but still with lower quality than for the reference without insert.
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Figure 6.13.: Left: Reconstruction of the two rotated 22Na point sources placed in the
center of the FOV. MLEM DRF 10 iterations.
Right: Line profile through the indicated slice (orange) of the sagittal plane.
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The result with an SEEPI sequence is shown in figure 6.16. With the insert in
place and without using the flex array surface coil, there is only noise in the image.
Using the insert together with the surface coil, the image can be recovered, but
shows artifacts.

Figure 6.14.: FGRE of the cubic grid phantom.
[a] Without the insert.
[b] With MADPET4 in place, showing the same image slice than [b]. A slight
degradation in the SNR can be seen.
[c] Image with the insert when using a surface coil on top of the phantom.
The SNR is reestablished. Slice is exemplary and not the same than in [a]
and [b], since the phantom had to be repositioned after placing the surface
coil.

Figure 6.15.: SSFSE of the cubic grid phantom. All images show the same slice.
[a] Without the insert.
[b] With MADPET4 in place. The image quality is degraded.
[c] Removed insert, but with surface coil.
[d] With the insert and surface coil on top of the phantom, the image quality
is improved.

Simultaneous PET/MRI Phantom Figure 6.17 shows the fusion of the MRI
FGRE image with the simultaneously acquired PET image. Both 22Na point
sources are clearly visible and correctly localized. The line profile through the
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Figure 6.16.: SEEPI of the cubic grid phantom. All images show the same slice.
[a] Without the insert.
[b] With MADPET4 in place, there is no useful MRI signal.
[c] Removed insert, but with surface coil.
[d] With the insert and surface coil on top of the phantom. MRI signal is
reestablished.

coronal slice (cf. fig. 6.18) depicts the different source activities and the peak
distance of 5.25 mm matches the real distance (5.2 mm).

Figure 6.17.: Fusion of the simultaneously acquired PET and MRI images. The two 22Na
point sources are clearly visible and correctly localized in the center of the
FOV. Sources are numbered in red.

6.3. Discussion

The energy and timing performance of the detectors is in the expected range (cf.
sec. 4.4.8.3, p. 62). The CTR degradation with the SADC is acceptable for
the first tests and will be overcome by the TOT ASIC which is designed not to
limit the intrinsic detector CTR. The results with the TOT ASIC while an MRI
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Figure 6.18.: Line profile through the coronal view as shown in fig. 6.17. The numbers
right of the peaks are their axial FOV position. Sources are numbered in red
for correlation with fig. 6.17.

sequence was running, clearly show its usability for simultaneous PET data ac-
quisition. Both the SADC and the TOT ASIC output were not affected by the
MRI.
The reconstructions of the 22Na point sources indicate that MADPET4 is capable
to reach the expected sub-millimeter spatial resolution in the center of the FOV
(cf. sec. 5.3.2.1, p. 70). The variation amongst the extracted FWHM can be
explained by the limited number of available data points for the Gauss fit due to
the voxel size of 0.375 mm3 (cf. line profile in fig. 6.13).
Regarding the MRI images with the cubic grid phantom, the FGRE is usable
together with MADPET4, even without additional surface coil. Together with
the insert, a degradation of SNR is visible but not a spatial distortion. The best
FGRE image quality could be achieved when using a surface coil. Consequently,
the first simultaneous PET/MR images were taken with a FGRE sequence and
without using a surface coil, since the image quality was sufficient. From the SS-
FSE and SEEPI images one can conclude, that the MRI signal can be at least
partly recovered when using a surface coil. The problem is not the transmission of
the RF through MADPET4, as one can see from the images using a surface coil.
It seems that the signal from the phantom is blocked by the insert on the way to
the outer Tx/Rx coil. Tuning of the MRI measurement parameters may increase
the image quality which has to be studied further in more detail.
The degraded image quality with MADPET4 could be caused by the cables, which
have a small magnetic shield at the connector. Also for these tests, the cable
shielding was connected to ground, which can potentially have an effect as well.
The ground can be disconnected outside the MRI for further investigation. The
PCB itself has no ground layer. Concerning the guiding of the cables out of the
MRI bore, it has to be investigated, whether it is advantageous to guide the cables
close to the coil or to consolidate them in the center with maximum distance to
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the coil’s birdcage.
The PET/MRI studies showed promising results and real simultaneous imaging
with both modalities was possible. Unfortunately at the moment with only two
modules facing each other, the PET FOV has very small width of 5.05 mm and
studies with more complex PET phantoms are not reasonable at the moment. As
soon as the first board of the new TOT ASIC platform is working, 6 complete
modules can be read out, which increases the FOV width to 16.0 mm. Then to-
gether with a rotation of the phantom, more advanced PET studies are possible.
In comparison to other PET/MRI systems, currently MADPET4 is the only re-
ported system working with the SiPM technology at 7 T and using one-to-one
coupling of photodetector and crystal. All other systems reported use light shar-
ing methods (block detectors). SiPMs have been used up to a maximum field
strength of 3 T [HCJ+10, YWW+11, KCH+11, HKK+12, YKK+12, WWD+13].
Other systems use APDs and are either working at at 7 T [GZC+06, KWH+12]
or at 9.4 T [MSJ+11, SOPA+13]. Advantages of block detectors are their reduced
number of detector channels and the potential to cover a larger FOV.

6.4. Conclusion and Outlook

MADPET4 is the first preclinical PET insert for simultaneous PET/MRI which
is based on SiPMs and working in a 7 T MRI scanner. It shows promising re-
sults already with two active modules in the simultaneous tests inside the MRI.
Especially encouraging is the simultaneous acquisition of both modalities with-
out any RF shielding of the PET and the reasonable image quality of the MRI
FGRE even without using a surface coil. A coil for mouse and rat studies is
currently under development, which will fit inside MADPET4, making it a ver-
satile instrument for preclinical research. In contrast to the traditional approach
with block-wise arranged scintillators in the PET ring, the concept strictly focuses
on high spatial resolution and high rate capability due to the individual crystal
readout, uniform sensitivity by minimizing gaps in the crystal arrangement and
depth of interaction due to the two crystal layers. A readout platform based on
TOT ASICs to handle all channels without limiting the detector performance is
currently under development. The OSEM reconstruction is already implemented
on GPUs (Graphics Processing Unit) with a speedup of a factor 6 compared to
CPU (Central Processing Unit).
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Within this thesis in total three different PET prototype scanners have been de-
veloped and set into operation. With each scanner, images could be successfully
reconstructed.

Focusing on the latest available technology, state of the art SiPMs were of
particular interest in combination with the newly developed GAGG scintilla-
tor and LYSO as the current gold standard. The fundamentals of these new
technologies have been evaluated and successfully translated to the use in PET.
Different aspects and research topics like e.g. spatial resolution or energy and
timing performance have been covered with the first two PET scanners, which
prepared the ground for the development of the MRI compatible MADPET4 in-
sert. All three of them have a direct one-to-one coupling of scintillator to
the photodetector in common, which is up to date still a unique feature in
preclinical PET. All other reported systems employ light sharing methods with
a mismatch of scintillator size compared to the larger photodetectors [DBK+14].
Only the latest clinical Philips Vereos Digital PET/CT introduced in 2014 uses
this concept [Kon14]. The advantages compared to block detectors are the higher
count rate capability, direct interaction localization, reduced pile-up effects and
identification of inter-crystal scattered events which can increase the total system
efficiency. In addition the lower limit of the spatial resolution is defined by the
size of the single scintillator elements. This comes at the cost of a higher number
of detector channels compared to light sharing methods.

The first system developed was MADPET3, with the main focus on the feasi-
bility to use SiPMs for PET and to achieve sub millimeter spatial resolution. Both
goals could be successfully achieved and verified using a custom-made phantom
printed with 18F radioactive ink, resulting in a spatial resolution of 0.8 mm. One
of the main conclusions for the future developments was, that the SiPMs should
not be assembled in an array with a common epoxy layer, since this introduces
undesired optical crosstalk. As an implication, MADPET4 uses single separated
photodetectors dedicated to a single crystal.

With the PET prototype based on digital SiPMs, this new detector technol-
ogy was successfully used in combination with GAGG. The DPC platform with
the possibility to set exact detector parameters minimizes the detector influence
due to the robustness and reproducibility of the settings under different conditions
and with different scintillators. This was especially convenient for the comparison
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between GAGG with LYSO. Due to the very good intrinsic time resolution of the
DPCs when triggering on the first photon, the CTR lower limit is determined by
the scintillator and not the photodetector. Very good CTR of 310 ps with GAGG
and 171 ps with LYSO could be achieved. Regarding the energy resolution, sat-
uration effects are significant which is common for all SiPMs coupled to bright
scintillators. With GAGG 8.5% FWHM and with LYSO 12.6% FWHM could be
achieved. Judging by these results, GAGG would also have been a candidate for
the use in MADPET4, but unfortunately it is not MRI compatible due to its Gd
component.

Since the digital SiPM technology is not usable for a project like MADPET4
because of space constraints, design limitations and MRI compatibility, also inten-
sive studies with analog SiPMs have been performed. Particularly the SiPMs
from KETEK have been investigated in the 3×3 mm2 version (PM33) and also in
1.2 × 1.2 mm2 (PM11), a size which is only available from KETEK and matches
the proposed crystal end face of MADPET4. The KETEK SiPMs showed the best
overall performance with regard to the specific application. Highlights are their
lowest temperature dependency (15 mV/K, < 0.5% change of the gain per K) of
the SiPMs available at that time in combination with a very high gain (> 8 · 106),
high PDE > 50% and the small package size of PM11 (2.45 × 1.95 × 1.8 mm3).
These features were a key to design MADPET4 with its crystal arrangement and
without active electronic components at the front end. Since the signal amplitude
with LYSO is already ∼ 100 mV at 50 Ω, no direct preamplification is needed.

After evaluation of the potential detector, which defines the space constraint
for the arrangement of the crystals, design considerations and simulation stud-
ies for MADPET4 to optimize its crystal arrangement have been conducted.
Key features are the dual layer concept for DOI information, a highly symmetric
arrangement with minimal gaps and a total length sum of 20 mm for inner and
outer crystal layer. As a compromise between spatial resolution, number of read-
out channels and size of the SiPM, a crystal end face of 1.5 × 1.5 mm2 has been
chosen. A novelty is also, that each crystal is transaxially facing the center of the
FOV which has positive effects on the sensitivity uniformity. A symmetric and
uniform sensitivity is advantageous for the reconstruction and reduces the size of
the generated system matrix [CR12]. With the configuration of 6 mm long crys-
tals for the inner and 14 mm for the outer layer, a spatial resolution < 2.3 mm up
to 80% (ø 79 mm) of the FOV and < 1 mm in the center of the FOV was achieved
in the simulation.

The realization of MADPET4 as an MRI compatible insert with 2640
SiPMs and LYSO crystals started after the promising results from the simulation
studies. One of the main tasks involved the development of the whole structure
with MRI compatible materials. A cost effective way which provided the required
freedom in design was found with a 3D printed (laser-sintered) polyamide, which
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is MRI transparent. Of high importance was also the choice for an appropriate
cable to connect this high number of channels without degrading the signal qual-
ity. The USLS micro coaxial cable with 0.4 mm pitch is an ideal match due to
its small size, availability and signal transmission properties. After choosing the
individual components for the front end, the PCBs could be developed. They
not only have to serve as the electrical connection for the SiPMs and connectors,
but also to minimize the amount of material, since they are used as a supporting
element to hold the crystals together.
The prototype version of MADPET4 with two active modules first has been evalu-
ated outside the MRI yielding the first PET images. Then the basic functionality
was tested inside the MRI with no negative influence to the PET signal quality.
The TOT ASIC, on which the future DAQ is based, has been successfully eval-
uated and is proven to work simultaneously while an MRI sequence is running.
After this proof of concept, the insert front end has been finalized with the com-
plete structure, all detectors and all cables. Studies of the MRI image quality
showed a slight SNR degradation with the insert for FGRE, which can be recov-
ered when using a surface coil. MADPET4 in its final configuration is capable of
simultaneous PET/MRI imaging with acquisition of both modalities at the same
time, proofing the functionality of the concept.
The DAQ platform based on the TOT ASIC to read out all 2640 channels is cur-
rently under development. It is the next step towards the full integration and
first preclinical studies with mice of MADPET4 together with the 7 T MRI. The
whole data processing chain for MADPET4 has been developed during this the-
sis. It can handle input data both from simulations or measurements and attaches
seamlessly either to the OSEM reconstruction based on a Monte Carlo generated
system matrix or the MLEM reconstruction with an analytically computed DRF
system matrix.

The insert can also be used as a test bench for novel PET detectors. In
the PET community, the use of continuous crystals read out by multiple photode-
tectors is currently revisited. This approach can potentially provide more exact
DOI information at the cost of limiting the count rate. This has been taken into
account for the design of MADPET4, where the current 40 single scintillators per
module can be easily exchanged with a continuous crystal (cf. fig. 6.1). MAD-
PET4 can be used in the future to study this technology, since the DAQ system
or other components of the insert do not need to be changed.

MADPET4 has some unique features. It is currently the only MRI com-
patible PET insert using one-to-one coupled scintillators, which is using the SiPM
technology at 7 T. It is working without any RF shielding and the whole structure
is made from 3D-printed parts. MADPET4 is capable to work inside the Rx/Tx
coil as the innermost part of the combined PET/MRI system. This is possible due
to its unique design and makes the insert a versatile tool for preclinical PET/MRI.
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